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SIX TEACHERS RESIGN POSTS IN
BAIRD FIGHTS BACK AT DYER AND
HOUSE OVERRIDES WINCAPAW AND GIVES
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM; CONTRACTS
EXTENDED TO THREE NEW TEACHERS
GROSSMAN OF M.LA. WHO ACCUSE
PASSAGE TO LOBSTER BILL; BAY FERRY
OF LETTING DOWN FISHERMEN CONSTITUENTS i
BILL SOON TO BE REPORTED OUT
The resignation of six teachers

from the Rockland School system

were accepted by the School Board
at a Thursday night meeting.
teenth
of
an
inch.
The
only
rea

sumed for some reason that I
The Maine House Friday after boro and the establishing of a ser-1 it will be reported Tuesday, others
Three teacher appointments were
would be against it because the son this is unwise now is because
noon passed the bill to increase vice from Swans Island to Mt. De-. think somewhat later in the term.
made to help fill the vacancies
the full eighth of an inch increase
association was against it.
the minimum legal length of lob sert. it is expected out of commit-1 A member of the committee has
Leaving in June for various
(Continued on Page Three.
"I will try to give the reasons
sters to three and three sixteenths tee next week. Some venture that!
(Continued on Page Three)
reasons are: Richard Seymour,
I decided this way in spite of the
inches in first and second read
South School instructor, who will
fact that Messrs. Grossman and
ings.
teach in San Diego. Calif.; Elisa
Camden Selected
Dyer have told me 80 per cent of
Legislators swept aside a motion JAYCEES TO SEEK CONVENTION
beth Philbrook of Warren, high
the fishermen I represent are As Filming Site
of
Representative Ralph VVincaschool social studies teacher;
FOR ROCKLAND NEXT YEAR
against it.
paw of Friendship to table the bill
Miss Elizabeth Pierce of McLain
“I realize it will cut dewn the Of "Peyton Place"
for fuither study until Tuesday.
A trio of Rockland Junior the Public Landing on May 4 with
School’s staff who will also teach
catch this year and hurt a little,
On motion of Representative Chamber of Commerce members registration for the event at 9.30
in San Diego; Vaughn Ellis, NoUh
The
byways,
business
buildings
but it is possible and probable that
John P. Tarbox of West Goulds- were named as delegates to the a. m. Students from more than
School teacher; Dale Pate belt so
a better price would offset the and private dwellings of the sea
boro, chairman of the Sea & Shore Jaycee state convention May 17- a dozen high schools in Knox and
cial studies teacher at the high
loss of catch, depending on the coast village of Caniden will be
Fisheries Committee which re 19 at Presque Isle during a Wed Waldo counties are expected to
school; and Mrs. Marie Blair, also
area fished and the percentage of viewed by movie audiences all a social studies teacher at the
turned an “ought to pass’ report nesday night meeting.
participate.
small lobsters usually in the , over the country if plans by a film i high school.
on the bill, the House voted to
David Holden, John Billington
The all-day Saturday car wash
catch.
However, we have en- I company to use the town as a
concur with the Senate which had and George Scott were elected hy the Jaycee members nettedX.
Appointments made included:
Miss Alice Crie
forced grading of sardines, apples ! story background follow through.
previously accepted the committee delegates with Everett Spear and profit of SCO. it tvas announced.
Miss Alice Crie of Rockland, a!
The Camden-Rockport Chamber 1956 graduate of the University of will meet with the school commit report.
and potatoes and if this enfoiced
Dale Lindsey as alternates. The The wash was held at a Rockland
grading will help the industry of Commerce reported Thursday Maine, who has been teaching the tees of South Thomaston and Owls
The bill had reported out of group will be authorized to dis service station.
then I must vote for it as being that movie director Mark Robson past year in Berwick; Kenneth Head sometime in May, it was de committee with eight of the 10 cus the poss'hilities of a 1958 con
Guest speaker at the Wednesday
has selected Camden as the town Hutchinson of Canton, who will
beneficial in the long run.
man committee signing the “ought vention in Rockland.
night meeting was Joseph Crow
cided at the meeting.
"The representatives of the as for the film setting of “Peyton graduate in June from the UniverPreliminary written tests for ley, district manager of the New
A pre-school kindergarten regis to pass” opinion. Those signing
sociation said it would be a good Place”, controversial best sell ■ sity of Connecticut: and Miss tration is scheduled for May 24 at the minority report, George D. qualifications of student applicants England Telephone and Telegraph
thing if Massachusetts would go ing novel penned by a New Hamp- ( Janice
Upton
of Cherryfield. the South, McLain and Tyler Rankin, Jr., of Southport and to participate in the 1957 Road-E- Company, who discussed recent
along and put on a maximum size ' shire housewife.
' teacher in Cape Elizabeth for the schools when all children who will Jotham L. Andrews of Jonesiboro. O Contest sponsored by the Jay improvements in his field and
Representatives of the movie past four years.
April 25, 1937
to coincide with Maine. I think it
enter school next September must made no request for tabling or cees will be judged Wednesday showed a film, “Speechless hy
“Les Dyer and Alan Grossman is a good thing if this takes place, | firm, Rtbson, and unit production j
night. The contest will be held at Mistake.”
Miss Crie will teach home eco be listed by parents. Children debate.
have been here today and have ac it will be a good thing now, .and I manager Henry Weinberger of 20th nomics on the high school staff. must be five years old before Oct.
Representative Sherman Baird
cused me of betraying the fisher a step in the right direction.
I Century Fox. have toured the Mr. Hutchinson will teach English 15 to be eligible to enter school of North Haven .signed the major
men in signing thc ‘Ought To hope Massachusetts will put on the Camden and Rockport area look and social studies at the high in the fall.
ity report with seven other mem LIME COMPANY EMPLOYEES ASK
Pass’ report on thc lobster mea maximum five inch size but do ing over streets and private homes school and Miss Upton will join the
It was announced that Ashton bers.
sure bill.
not feel our refusal to come up on in which to place their characters South School .staff where she will McLain of Rockland has been em
The vote on the floor was heav 40 HOUR WORK WEEK WITH SAME
"I tried to remain absolutely the lower side as a retaliatory in the toned down movie version , teach the fifth grade.
ployed as janitor of the South ily in favor of acceptance of the PAY NOW RECEIVED FOR 48 HOURS
of the spicy novel.
neutral until we had our executive measure would be a wise move.
bill as reported.
The city school board members School.
The people of a Vermont com
session, apparently this neutrality
"I believe in a few years we will
One more reading is scheduled
I Quarry and plant workers of the ting in on the second. Efforts to
led them to believe, or they as- be asked to come up another six munity turned down the com
in the House for the bill to be en Rockland Rockport Lime Com- reach an agreement have so far
pany’s offer to film the history SHIPYARD WORKERS' CONTRACT
grossed after which it will lay panj’ are asking, through their been
unsuccessful.
However,
there because of thc questionable
over one day for enactment and
workmen have agreed to continuo
union, for a 40 hour work week
40 FATHOM PAYS OFF TRAWLERMEN decency of the book. Camden TALKS WITH 40 FATHOM END
then go to the Senate for final en
to work on the scale set hy the
with the same pay they are nowotfieia’s said they would receive a
actment
and
the
governor
’
s
signa

old labor contract as discussions
AT CENT A POUND WHEN SHARE
receiving for 48 hours labor.
copy of the script this weekend to WITH TERMS AGREED BY BOTH
ture to make it law.
| continue. There is no evidence ol
President Ardrey Oiff of the
read but have been assured that
The International Brotherhood most all key men of what he hopes
Debate on the bill is possible as
strike at this time.
PLAN WOULD HAVE GIVEN LITTLE
the motion picture is nothing “of
company pointed out Friday that
of Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuild will be a much larger labor force it again comes up in the House,
Mr. Orff observed that the
fensive
or
obscene.
”
the
65
men
involved
are
now
paid
An indication of the intent of | All travelers are now back on
but is thought by legislators to be
ers, Blacksmiths, Forgers and in the future.
Company is fully as anxious to
Company
officials
have
indicated
straight
time
for
40
hours
work
officials of 40 Fathom Fisheries, the Banks with the exception of
The yard is returning to general unlikely.
interests in such Camden streets Helpers of America and 40
and time and a half for eight have its crews on a 46 hour week
Inc., to work with their, fisher the Squall which needed major
ship repair work and building
Bay Ferries Bill
' as Bayview. Chestnut, Elm, Pearl. Fathom Fisheries, Inc., have es
hours.
It amounts to 52 hours as are the men. However, until
men are the payments made to
the company finds itself in a more
engine work which will be com High and several others in Rock tablished a pattern for a labor after a lapse of several years dur
While
the
Highway
Committee
-straight
time
pay.
crewmen landing after the first
ing which Birds Eye turned away
favorable position, such a move
pleted today to let her sail. The port. They have looked over the
is
still
studying
the
bill
which
Two
meetings
have
been
held
contract for workers at the ship all work other than that of the
trips of the season to the Grand
would not be wise.
second trip will be based on the Knox Woolen Mill for possible
would
pave
the
way
for
adequate
between
company
and
union
with
Banks.
company. Also, they are return
60-40 pattern chosen by the crews. background but will seek releases yard.
Meanwhile, Orff said, company
ferry service to North Haven and a National Labor Relations Board
Before sailing to open the local
Arthur Thurston, head of the ing to machine shop, engine, elec
Fillet plant workers are now on from all property owners before
Vinalhaven, a new ferry for Isles conciliator. Samuel Creighton, sit- officials are preparing the very
fisheries business which had been
tronic and electrical job work for
pretty much of a full week sche using their buildings in the pic firm’s Rockland operations states
best offer possible for approval of
closed since November, crewmen
that all agreements leading to the general public.
dule with trawlers arriving two ture.
the board of directors, and if ap
chose the traditional 63-40 law for
eventual signing of a contract
The wage scale paid by Birds ANDREW OLSON 96 TUESDAY
or three days apart to keep the
The movie will feature Lloyd No
proved by them, for presentation
payment over a one cent per
plant rolling. One ’payroll for a lan and Lana Turner and is based have been made. Chick Moran of Eye has been retained but no in
to the employees.
pound arrangement.
The com
week starting ,the 15th totaled on the novel written by Grace Boston represented the union in creases were proposed as the yard
There are minor issues which
pany had offered either to the
the discussions this week.
has some months, and possibly
neatly $17,000 with a portion going Metalious. The story is set in a
he believed had been settled, or
Maine Fishermen's Association.
Thurston said that 22 men are years, to reach the peak of gen
to crews of trawlers landing that small New England town in the
could be settled with little diffi
As the trawlers landed their
now covered by the agreement, eral job work it used to do.
week.
| early 1940's.
culty.
first fares it became evident that
The company has gone on re
they were far below the poundage
DYER DEMANDS GAS AND OIL
cord that it would be prepared to
needed to earn much of anything POST OFFICE HAND RAILS HANDY
talk on reduction of working hours
in the way of cash for the crew
DISCOUNT OF SOCONY DEALERS
next year and to recommend to
men. Arthur Thurston, general
the directors that a token in
manager of the plant and fleet,
OR NO STATE VEHICLE BUSINESS
crease be given to indicate sin
extended to the men payments
cerity.
Service station operators in
He asked that the dealers agree 1
based on one cent per pound for
the catches brought in “to help
Knox County handling Socony to a two cent cut on gas and a five
A third meeting of union and
them get started”, he said.
company representatives is to
products will refuse almost unani cent discount on oil. He explained
that trading stamps were not ac
take place shortly after May 1.
mously a recent request from the
5S«SS«8WS5S>,'
ceptable to the state and that all
State Purchasing Department for discounts would have to be from
Liquor Stolen
a two cent discount on all gas sold the prices posted at the time of
to state operated vehicles.
delivery but not higher than thc
From Port
The request, signed by State prevailing prices of the area.
Purchasing Agent John R. Dyer,
The letter went on to expain
District Wharf
was made by letter to Socony that should 'the majority of deal
THE UNITED STATES
dealers all over the state and was ers agree the state would reserve
Theives looted the Vinalhaven
AIR FORCE BAND
described by a Rockland operator the right to purchase from dis
Port District building at the
C.
as “dictatorial.”
Washington, D. C
count stations only.
McLoon Company wharf of a case
A Tenants Harbor garage pro
One Knox County service station
of pint hotties o.' liquor and 28
prietor. criticized the request as operator explained this week that
INTERNATIONALLY
cents sometime Wednesday night
unfair” and reported that he would should he not sign the agreement
ACCLAIMED”
or Thursday morning, Rockland
give the requested discount if the it could mean a sales loss of 10.000
Police reported.
state would grant him a similar gallons of gasoline atyear.
Police Chief Bernard Thompson
"cut on all taxes."
Most county operators contacted
said Thursday that his department
Earlier this month, the purchas agreed that the request coming at
had recovered the case of whiskey
ing agent notified the dealers and this particular time when the cur
with 21 bottles intact. The case
retail outlets that the state had rent gas war has taken prices to
was found a short distance from
entered into a contract with 29.9 cents a gallon could "break
the building. Further details were
Socony for their gas and oil pur the ljack” of many small retailers
not immediately disclosed hy
chases and credit eards have been should they comply. Their gas
Thompson.
issued state vehicle drivers. He would then ,be sold at a loss.
Entrance was gained through a
explained
that he
recognized
side window that was smashed and
Should they not comply, the re
Socony was not in a position to dic sult for many would be a loss in
the window unlocked. The break
Photo by Miio-vu
tate the prices the dealers charge the volume of gas and oil sold an
Andrew- Olson, born in Finland 96 years ago, eetrbrated M» birth was reported by Ralph L. Brown,
the state and that it was not the nually and could affect many sta day Thursday ut the Smith Nursing Home on Pleasant Street although port district manager.
the aetual birth date was Tuesday. Several rakes baked for the former
state's intention to set the prices. tions adversely.
■
■■
Colonel George S. Howard
However, Dyer felt that other
Photo by McKeon
Several service station and ga (lark Island quarry worker, were not received until then. Above, he
CONDUCTOR
BEST FUEL DEAL
Roekland Postmaster Jim Cnnnellnn is pictured utilizing the new- New England states enjoyed dis rage proprietors, contacted by counts his randies, finding he is missing about 90 fo them. Olson has
been a patient at the home for nearly a year. He stayed in East
hand rails installed Wednesday at the three Roekland Post Office public counts and the two cent cut would
The
Courier-Gazette,
all
reportFriendship
previously.
Olson,
the
father
of
five,
operated
a
farm
in
IN TOWN!
U. S. Air Force
entrances. The rails were asked by many post office customers to
nvoid dangerous tails on the slippery steps during wet or snowy days. represent a savings of thousands ported that they would not comply Cushing for 25 years after rnming to Maine. Still living are his son.
Edward
of
Washington.
I).
and
two
daughters,
Mrs.
Ingrid
Falk
They were made possible through the General Services Department of of dollars in state funds each year. with the request.*
Band

Representative Sherman Baird |
of North Haven states in a letter
to The Courier-Gazette that he has
been accused of betraying the lob
ster fishermen of his district in
voting for an increase of one s x
teenth of an inch in measure in
his official capacity as a member
of the Sea & Shore Fisheries Com
mittee of Legislature.
He relates that Leslie Dyer,
president of the Maine Fisher
men's Association,
and Alan
Grossman of Rockland, legal
counsel for the A-sociation were in
Augusta Thursday and made the
accusations.
Mr. Baird, who represents the
towns of North Haven, Vinalhaven, Isle au Haut and St.
George in Legislature submits the
following comments in defense of
his position.
State of Maine
House of Representatives
Augusta, Maine

Lime

►

in titty^

A.

and Mrs. Elsie Johnson, both of Massachusetts.

the post office and installed by the Thomaston Steel Works.
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Students 55r
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Mild Quake Hit
; Coastal Area

AHOY SEINERS
Time to get your telephone overhauled. We sell and
service Raytheon marine equipment. 10 waiters in stock.

Ray Kangas
Electronic Labs

688 MAIN STREET
BOX 358

ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 1879
51-63

: Early Friday

area came within the Fundian
Fault in thc earth's surface which
laid inshore fit>m the edge of the
Continental

Shelf

and

from the Bay of Fundy southward.
The Coastal Area of Maine ex
The shock was felt by persons
perienced a mild earth shock at in South Thomaston and Camden
6.»1 a. m. Friday, according to re and several in Rockland.
ports from residents of the area
Suck quakes have been experi
and Fordham University where the enced in past years and have been
quake was recorded by Seismo followed by two or three similar,
graph.
ones at intervals of a few days.
The late Anna Coughlin used to
explain to her classes that this

FRESH COT FLOWERS

extended

Read The C-urier-oszette

WILL ARRIVE SATURDAY A. M.

ROSES
S,

10c ea.
ASTON’S
5 «0 10

GI LF SOUR HEAT
»«IIW wvim >
TIIWST

ROCKLAND

RMra hooting oil
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Camden YMCA Cadet League Awards Made\
%
i

Tuesday TAuriday-Saturday

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

RED SOX WIN CAMDEN YMCA

Kangas To Open

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855.
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

BOWLING CHAMPIONSHIP; 3C0

Electronics Firm

CLUB TOURNEY NOW UNDERWAY
Captain “Tiger” Richardson and
his team mates won the Camden
Y.M.C.A. Men's Bowling League

championship from the Senators,
captained by Rollo Gardner. The

EDITORIAL
WE HOPE FCR PASSAGE OF SINCLAIR BILL

•

X.'»»
A*

In all thc years in which we have had a healthy interest
in education we have yet to find any legislation comparable
with the Sinclair Bill, possibly better known as the Jacobs
Bill, which will be taken up by the Legislature Tuesday
morning next at ten o’clock.
We urge all our readers to urge their legislators to sup
port this bill which is wholly fair and written with great
vision for education in Maine.

CAMDEN GIRL IS HONORED
Recipients of the awards at the annual ( amden YMCA Cadet Basketball League Wednesday night
are pictured following the presentations Left to right are Wayne Hanson, Peter Strang, Bill Weiners,
Coach Frank Milliken. Nell Welt, Ken Hibbert, Paul Imhot and Stephen Thomas.
Photo by Harley

talk commending Milliken for his
excellent work and the players for
their fine exhibitions.
The Cadet League is made up
of four teams of youngsters of the
fifth and six grade age group.
Several
pratice
games
were
played during the past season to
acquaint the players with the
game’s fundementals and an elimination tournament of three
games each determined the league
championship.

The Cadet Basketball League of season's work in a short talk
the Camden YMCA held a basket given at the meeting. He was
presented a gift purse by Capt.
ball awards night Wednesday leaNell Wett of the championship
during the presentation of team g{jua(J Qn beha,f Qf ,hf. pntire
league in appreciation of his services.
A Good Sportsmanship Awaid
went to Peter Strang while Wayne
Hansen was presented the Outstanding Player Award.
W. Peirce Harley. YMCA executive secretary, gave a short

championship trophies and other
awards before a gathering of 40
players, friends and families at
the YMCA build ng.
Making the presentations was
Prank Milliken, volunteer league
basketball coach and instructor.
Coach Milliken reviewed thp

and Philadelphia will leave Rock
land at 6.20 p. m., Wiscasset at
CAMDEN
7.32
p. m., Bath at 7.55 p. m., Sun
Lists Schedule
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
days June 23 through Aug. 25 and
Correspondent
Monday,
Sept.
1,
arriving
New
Of Summer Trains
Telephone CEdar 6-2187
York at 6.30 a. m. and PhiladelOne hour later departure of the j phia at 9 og a m the following
The WSCS met at the home of
morning train from Rockland plus morning.
other minor changes in schedules
Eastbound trains will leave Mrs. Alice Merchant on Wednes
are shown in the new’ spring and Portland for Rockland on we»k day afternoon. Work was done on
summer timetables of the Maine days at 8.25 a. m. (connection articles for the summer sale
Central Railroad made public to leaves Boston at 2.03 a. m.) ar- which will be held in August.
day. New schedules- become ef riving at Bath at 0.27 a. m. Wis- Those present were Mrs. Mabel
fective next Sunday with the ad casset at 9.55 a. m. Rockland at Durgin, Mrs. Alice Winslow, Mr-.
vent of Daylight Saving Time for 11.30 a. m. Also, leave Portland Annie Billings. Mrs. Inez Crosby,
1657.
Timetables will be avail at 2.48 p. m. (connection leaves Mrs. Louise Walker. Mrs. Phoebe
able for public distribution at Boston at 12.30 p. m.) arriving Harmon, Mrs. Clara Richards,
ticket offices on Friday of this Bath at 3.48 p. m., Wiscasset at Mrs. Marjorie Hickiand. Mrs.
week.
4.11 p. m.. Rockland at 5.CO p. m. Edith Wooster. Mrs. Callie Thomp
Maine Central trains, the new
Eastbound Sunday train leaves son. Refreshments were served
schedules show, will leave Rock Portland at 8.55 a. m., arriving at by the hostess. The next meet
land weekdays at 8.45 a. m., Wis Bath at 9.54 a. m.. Wiscasset at ing will be held on Ma>’ 8 at thp
casset at 10.11 a.m., Bath at 10.33 10.15 a. m. and Rockland at 11.35 home of Mrs. Alice Winslow.
Mrs. Clifton Redonnett of Bristol
a. m.. arriving at Portland at a. m.
11.35 a. m. and Boston by coned- . Extra summer service is pro ! was a guest W’ednesday of her
ing train at 2.C5 p. m. Aliso leiv- 1 vided Friday? only leaving Port ! sister, Mrs. Rollo Gardner.
Mrs. Arvilla Whitehouse aud
ing Rockland at 3.45 p. m.. Wis- ; land at 7.08 p. m. (connection
casset at 5.07 p. m., Bath at 5.18 leaves Boston at 4.45 p. m.) ar-! Mrs- Alice Merchant attended thi
p. m., arriving Portland at 6.40 p riving at Bath at 8.07 p. m., Wis- ! Auxiliary Unit Meeting of the
m. and Boston by connecting train casset at 8.27 p. m., Rockland at Winsilow-Holbrook-Merritt Post on
Tuesday evening in Rockland.
at 10.40 p. m.
9.40 p. m.
Sundays a train will leave RockThe Bar Harbor with sleeping The guest speaker was Mrs.
land at 5.02 p. m., Wiscasset at ( cars from Philadelphia and N 'w ' Emma O’Leary, Veteran Adminis6.31 p. m., Bath at 6.45 p. m., ar-1 Yonk will leave Portland at 6.25 | tration Representative of Togus
riving Portland at 7.55 p. m. and a<
Saturdays only June 22 Mrs. Rena Howe. department
Boston by conecting train at 10.30 through Aug. 31 (leaves Philadei president of the American Legion
p. m.
phia at 5 p. m. and New York at Auxiliary and Mrs. Martha Sutter,
The Bar Harbor with through 7.30 p. m. the day before) arriv- third district vice president. Re
sleeping cars for New York City ing at Bath at 6.20 a. m., Wi3 freshments were served following
casset at 6.41 a. m. and Rockland the meeting.
LEGAL NOTICE
The Les-Huit Club met at the
at 7.55 a. m.
Rockland Port District
home of Mrs. Giace Howe on
Rockland, Maine
Tuesday evening. Following sup
FERRY TERMINAL
per the evening was spent playing
CONSTRUCTION
Sealed bids for the construction NORTH HAVEN
cards. Those present were Mrs.
of a ferry terminal in the City of
Helen Payson. Mrs. Thelma Chap
ETTA
F.
BEVERAGE
Rockland, Maine, are to be re
Correspondent
in, Mrs. Louise Dunbar, Mrs.
ceived by the Rockland Port Dis
Telephone 16-4
Mary Mitchell, Mrs. Lois Dau
trict at the office of the City Mana
ger, City Hall, Rockland, Maine, on
cette. Mrs. Mabel Whyte and Mrs.
or before 2 00 p. m., Eastern Day
The Two Sons with Capt. James Virginia Iingraham.
light Saving Time, on May 28, 1057,
and will immediately be opened L. Brown brought many guests to
Guest Officers Night
publicly and read aloud.
the wedding on Saturday noon; but
Guest
Officers Night was obser
The contract Documents, includ- due tQ th£ weather and number to
ved by Maiden Cliff Rebekah
ing Specifications and Drawings.
„
. .
may be examined at the office of 8°. the North Haven made the re- Lodge with 105 attending. Distin
the Port District. City Hall, Rock- turn trip after the wedding,
guished guests present were Mrs.
land, Maine, between the hours of
Emery Wooster and Lewis HasFlorencia Roach, district deputy
9.00 a. m. and 4 00 p. m„ and at , „
. , . .
,
the office of the Engineers, Fay, kcl> arc reported to have a few president of district 16; Mrs.
Spofford & Thorndike, Inc., 11 Bea- potatoes planted. Frank BeverMarion Wagner, 17 and Mrs. Mar
con Street, Boston 8, Massachu- age at 96 has forked up some
jorie Niles, of district 10; Mrs.
setts, between similar hours. Bona ground for later planting. Fish
j Inez Crosby and Mrs. Constance
fide Contractors desiring to bid on
1A.
, , .
.
this work may obtain these docu- Hawks' although late, arc here,, MacPhal, paxt pregident of .hc
ments upon payment of Thirty- and dandelion greens are being Rpfeekah Agw?mbl of Malnc Mr,
Five Dollars <$35 CO) for each set. dug to by young and oid.
Addie Brown and Miss Bessie
If the Drawings, Specifications, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Curtis left on
Powers, past presidents of the L.
appurtenant papers are returned in
good condition within ten (10) days Friday for a trip to the mainland A.P.M. Other lodges represented
after the opening of the bids. after her father.
were Gardiner. Wiscasset, Sears
Twenty Dollars ($20 00) will be re
Miss Cornelia Staples and Miss
port. Rockland, Belfast, Castine,
funded for each set so returned.
Alberta Wallen of West Hartford.
The terminal work includes a
Conn., came Friday to their No »h Madison, Waldoboro, Tenants Har
260’ x 37' timber marginal wharf,
bor.
Refreshments were served
vehicle-lift hridgc(s), 80' x 44' East cottage for their vacation
transit shed and utilities.
Mr and Mrs. Austin Joy and son by Mrs. Mary Mitchell. Mrs. Kath
Trustees,
David of Portland came Saturday erine Dow. Mrs. Margaret Han
Roekland Port District,
for the Beveridge-Hopkins wed sen and Mrs. Jessie Satterlee.
ERVIN CURTIS, President.
ding.
leaving Sunday morning.
Interesting DiseusH'nns
Rockland, Maine.
April 26. 1957 .
51-lt
Mrs. Parker Crockett and son
Sterling Morris, new town man
Ronald of Portland are spending ager of Camden was the speaker
the week with her mother. Mrs. at the regular meeting of the RoTV SERVICE
Mellie Gillis, and sister, Mr. and tary Club of Camden Tuesday, in
Mrs. William Hurd.
the Congregational Parish House.
Mrs. Pauline Quinn was honored He was introduced by Rotarian
on her 80th birthday at the home Ray Worthen. His subject was
of her daughter, Easter Sunday. "The Job of Municipal Manage
Delicious
refreshments
were ment" which he divided into three
served. Invited guests were Mrs. headlings. Public Relations,-PlanLeslie Dickey. Mrs. H. T. Crockett, ning and Budgeting, giving comMrs. Alice Sampson. Mrs. Emery
h, naive and interesting discusWoostcr, Mrs. Lillian York, Mrs. sion of his duties as the Town
Clarence Waterman. Mrs. Frank Manager. The Rotarian* would
Sampson. Mrs. Bessie Grant. Rev. have liked to hear more of the cxTreat Your Home To
and Mrs. George R. Merriam. Mr. peri-nces of the speaker as a
Top Performance
and Mrs. Elliot Biown and Stan member of the Air Force in World
Sharp, clear TV’ image*; staticley Quinn and family.
War II. Mr. Morris was born in
free radio reception . . . these
watching and listening pleasure*
iare yours when you rely on us
for prompt, efficient service
MILLER'S
♦
and repairs.
1
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Ellery T. Nelson Inc.

Richards

1

Radio - Television1
f 107

SALES and SERVICE

I

MAIN ST.
THOMASTON
[Day Phonc 151-2 - Nights. 151-3
131-S-tt

GARAGE

j

The Best Place To
»
Buy a
♦
GOOD USED CAR }
25-31 Rankin Street

<

34-Th*S-tf< j

DODGE - PLYMOUTH

COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

First Choice Used Cars
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND
BT. 1. NEW COUNTY RD.
104-tf

One of the pleasing facets of editing a county newspaper
like this is that we are privileged to give a kindly word of
praise to any of our boys and girls who distinguish them
selves in one way or another.
In Maine’s history there have been but two women who
have been made assistant attorneys general. The second of
these outstanding individuals is a capable young Camden
woman who has for some time been law and legislative
librarian in the State Library.
Attorney General Frank F. Harding of Rockland said in
connection with the appointment, “Miss Hary has been very
helpful to our department in her capacity as law librarian.’’

OLD FRIEND. WE MISS YOU
We often fail to truly appreciate people until they are no
longer among us. This has been particularly true of Mrs.
Lilian Copping who has moved to California to make her
home with her son Cecil.
Mrs. Copping was a veteran newspaper woman as well
as unusually talented as a musician. It was in her field of
newspaper lore that we received frequent valuable com
munications or found answers to problems of yesteryear
that would otherwise require hours of searching our old
files.
Walking up Limerock Street seems scarcely the same
without Mrs. Copping. To be sure this year her lovely front
lawn garden is gay as usual, but with next year’s construc
tion, that too will be gone.
Old friend, we miss you.

THAT PROSPERITY CHORUS
A long-time jovial citizen of Rockland, not at present re
siding here, possessed among many other civic ideas the
habit of calling the sardine factory whistles lifting their
voices over the city, Rockland's prosperity chorus."
There is much truth in his thought for the blasting of
the heavy steam whistles of the fish factories mean an echo
shortly afterward of jingling cash registers in the stores of
local merchants. The first notes of the 1957 chorus that
reached our ears came Wednesday when the beautifullytoned whistle on the North Lubec Packing Company plant
gave a couple of giant whoops, probably testing its vocal
chords.
Many older citizens recall the time some bright mind
took the then Lawrenee whistle, then cold, off the plant and
mounted it in place of the City’s diaphone — came six
o'clock and all the air tanks could produce from the huge
whistle was two gurgling moans.
That ended that, but
any day now the great whistle, still Lawrence, will raise
its mighty voice hourly in Bob Lindquists’s "prosperity
chorus”.

THE MATTER OF TEMPORARY SCHOOL HOUSING
The shockingly high educational housing budgets bring
pause to many citizens of slender means who wonder re
peatedly just where the tax money will come from. They
look upon the present necessity for vastly increased school
house construction as an emergency just as real as war
housing.
It would seem to many that one-story, sprinklered struc
tures of inexpensive material and designed for ten years
of service in place of the expensive brick buildings which
are out of date in twenty years would be a more sensible
approach. These are emergency times and could well be
met by emergency measures with inexpensive but flresafe
temporary school buildings.
Temporary school buildings would not be permissible ex
cept under emergency conditions and in many cases would
not suffice at all.
This suggestion came from a well-known, thinking
citizen.

totals are as follows: For the Red
Sox. K. Wellman 471, Ball 448.
Richardson 440. Talbot, Sr. 485, G.
Boynton. Jr. 422, G. Boynton, Sr.
470, total 2736.
j
For the Senators, Reed 402,
Gardner 426. Clayter 484, Knight
450, Dearborn 432, Freeman 477,
total 2671.

Reino O. Kangas announces the
opening of a marine electronic
Tuesday. The annual banquet will gales and service organization in
be held at Lincolnville Grange thia area The new firm called
Thursday. May 9 at 6.30 p. m.
Electronic Labs is located at 688
I.tons Trophies To Be Awarded
Main street.
The trophies, which are awarded
Electronic Labs is the authorannually to

the

winners

of

the

“100” Club Under Way

Elimination Game Tourney held
at the Y.M.C.A. each year by the
Camden Lions Club, will be given
out next week to those in the
grade schools. These awards are
on display in the show room formerly known as Prince's. Inc.
Other trophies will be awarded to
the older boys and girls as soon
as the winners are known.

The "3C0” Club Handicap Elimi
nation Tourney got underway
Tuesday night of this week with
the following results: N. Magee
over Stevenson 282 to 281; Redman over Heal 325 to 280; G. Boynton, Sr. over J. Talbot. Sr. 305 to
302; Freeman over G. Boynton, I
Jr. 275 to 264; Bailey over Green
269 to 246; Dearborn over Stone
280 to 259.
j
Results of Wednesday night contests were not available at press
time. Semi-finals will be bowled
off Monday evening and finals on

Frank Milliken held his first
Cadet Sports Night at the Y this
week. This was the climax for 21
boys who participated in the
Cadet Basketball League this wintcrY.M.C.A. Ladies' League
The Y Ladies’ Bowling League
is drawing to a close and their
banquet will be held on May 10
at the Colonial Inn in Belfast. May
3 is the last match night for the
league. Bowloffs will be held the
following week.

Cadet Sports Night

UNDERDOG DUCKS SHATTERED THE
MIGHTY GANDERS IN TITLE
CLASH ON VINALHAVEN ALLEYS

Raytheon Marine

Dealer in

Labs will enter the medical elec

Die Ducks, underdogs to take date the only thing planned is the
the championship for the season awarding of the bowling "Oscar,"
j ir the five string bowl off held last and the conversational "Emmys”
Among those nominated for an
| Tuesday evening at the Cascade
Oscar is the Goose for his grec'
Alleys, confounded the critics and coolnesa undcr tbe running. flre of
dumfounded the Ganders, when
they allowed the Ganders to win
but one string and wallo; ed them
to the tune of 84 pins, in the key
of "see”?
Clint Smith was the big surprise, |
his high of 112 and total of 508
being several degrees hotter than
anything he has produced for a
long time and Capt. Pool's 495
and Joe Nelson's 472 were both
better than anything the Gander
could show.
There were glimmers of hope
for the Ganders in the fourth
string when they totaled a 470 *0
gain 21 pins but they wpnt out th? i
window in the fifth as the Ducks
put on steem to roll their best
string of the five and give it to
the Ganders where the chicken vot
the axe.
There was considerable talk nt
the beginning about who would
“peter out” during the match as
the five string idea was new fo
Kbth teams, but the score she^t
soon showed who was doing the
“petering” and it was not the
Ducks.
The Old Goose managed to lead
his flock with a 470 but that was
only good for fourth place and did
nothing to relieve the strain on his
pocketbook.
A farewell supper to the season
of 1958-57 is planned and it might
well be that in the heat of argilment, and stimulated by roah
turkey and all the trimmings,
.‘.omeone may be brash enough to
challenge someone else and the
battle would be on again, but to

ized

this area. Radio-telephones, Fath
ometers, and Rader will ibe sold
and serviced.
Mr. Kangas is a native of
Rockland, has a varied experience
in electronics. Licensed as ama
teur radio operator in 1939. served
six years in the navy, attaining
the rating of chief radioman.
He graduated from Massachu
setts Radio & Telegraph School in
Boston, and served as radio offi
cer for four years on various mer
chant vessels. He has completed
a course of instruction in televi
sion laboratory practice at the L.
I. Agricultural and Technical In
stitute in Farmingdale, N. Y.
He recently returned to his na
tive state after spending the past
three and a half years employed
in the transmitting station of
Press Wireless. Inc.. New York
City.
Reino holds both radio-telephone
ind telegraph licenses with radar
endorsement. He recently com
pleted a refresher course with
Raytheon radar engineers in Bos
ton.
It is expected that Electronic

comment on his poor bowling thi'
year; another to Capt. Grimes for
for the worst performance on th
alleys since he wore short pants
and another to Wesley Peacock
for his range and versatility in
going from the highest to the low
est, not once but several times,
There is no record of the conversation classics, they being sc
hot and pungent that they melted
nil ribbon tapes and records fast
er than they could be made, so it
will be a case of this being made
from memories rather than mem
ories being made from this,
Score Ganders vs Ducks:
Ganders
Peterson
75 93
98 ' 90 87 44?
Drew
84
79
92 99
84 438
Sutliffe
91
96
80
92 92 451
Peacock
87
82 95
96 74 434
Goose
95 97
93 91
94
470

tronic field very soon.
Mr. Kangas is married to the
former Aqna Heino. They will re
side on the Thomaston road upon
the completion of their new home.

Proclamation

Whereas, The United States Air
.force, by authorization of the
Secretary of Air Force, is on a
Concert Tour, of a limited num
ber of dates, to bring outstanding
music to audiences in our section
of the United States and
Whereas, the Band appearance
here affords local citizens an op
portunity to see and hear an or
ganization so widely acclaimed,
and
Whereas, the net proceeds of the
Air Force Band concerts here wlll
be devoted to community charit
able and public purposes, as desig
nated by. the local sponsors, and,
Whereas, the Band appearance
here specifically affords this city
an opportunity to play host to offi
cial representatives of The United
States Air Force Band, of which
the entire Nation is proud.
Now, Therefore, I proclaim Fri
day, May 3. 1957, as Air Force
Band Day in the City of Rockland,
confident that the citizens of this
community will lend their full in
Total 427 460 451 470 428 2233 terest and give whatever support
Dncks
is necessary to assure its complete
McDonald
success.
Henry S. Marsh,
79 91
84 82 86 422 Chairman of the Rockland City
Oakes
Council.
89 83
82
71 98 423
Nelson
the league were asked to fill these
84 94 101 100 93 472
jobs in helping to keep Little
Smith
League alive in Rockland.
98 107 112
92 99 508
The next meeting of the league
Poole
will be held Tuesday evening,
87 96
97 104 111 495 April 30 at 7.30 p. m. at the Com

munity Building. All boys from
449 487 2320 eight to 12 years of age interested
in playing little league baseball
this year will be asked to fill out
LITTLE LEAGUE FINDS HOME AT
reg'atration cards at this meeting.
Following registration, circuit offi
NORTH SCHOOL FIELD AS CITY
cials will meet.
Total 437 471

476

AGREES TO PREPARE THE LOT

lot line, Knight said.
A new playing field for the sell Connors, George Robinson and SOUTH WARREN
Ames’ house presently occupies
Rockland
Little League players Maurice Miller.
Coaches are:
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Di-aper
Hear Ames' Appeal part of the lot.
will be laid out on the north end Fred Madore, Norman Kalloch. and sons of Leeds were Saturday
Bud Compton, Lincoln Johnson. guests at Everett Drapers.
A hearing before the Rockland
of the North School athletic field
Tigers Scheduled
Fred Harden. Jr., Ken Roes and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McFar
Board of Zoning Appeals will be
by the city h'ghway department
Fred Clough.
land. Jr., and young daughter of
through arrangement made be
held May 9 at 1.30 p. m. to con For Waterville
Umpires will be Lester Raye, Hyde Paik, N. Y.. have been re
tween league and city officials
sider an appeal by Bradford Ames
Elmer Perkins. Ken Orcutt, May cent guests of the latter’s parents,
Thursday.
of 15 Ocean Street from a decision This Afternoon
nard Wiggins, Jim Burns and Dick Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bean.
League President Ted Andrus
by the city building inspector not
Mrs. Grace Lermond was the
The Rockland High School dia looked over the site with City Fowler.
to grant him a garage construction
Leo Dostie will be scorer while guest Sunday of Mrs. Muriel Ler
mond squad’s season opener Manager Allen and public works
permit.
Vaino Johnson is in charge of col mond in Jefferson,
Ames asked the permit to build against Waterville, after two post- head Harold Halligan Thursday af
lectors at the games.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Linekin of
a two car garage at the rear of his ponements, will be played this ternoon. The field will be set up
Urgently needed are two more Thomaston were recent callers at
with
a
snew
fence
enclosing
the
property on Ocean Street that runs aftPrnoon at 3 30, weather permit.
managers, three coaches, four the Copeland-Maxey heme.
126 feet from the road.
outfield. The city will grade the
ting.
more umpires and four more
Inspector Wesley Knight was, The pam<, wag regu,ar,v gched. infield and level the entire field.
scorers.
Fathers of players in
Slow Down and Live!
forced by city ordinance to refuse u|ed fo,. Thurgday but
pogt. A backstop will be constructed
the permit. Ordinances under resi- poned t„ Fridav afternoon because with the school department fur- j
dential zone B call for construction „f rai„ Friday.s rajn cauged the nlshing the netting, the Little
to be either 20 feet or 20 per cent gecond deiay.
League the lumber, and the city
A Large Selection of Popular Make
of the lot depth from the back loti The gquad‘ wl„ ,eave flom the the labor.
line, which ever is less. Ames' ga- hjph gchoo, building at noQn fpr
The league is being forced out
rage was planned to have been Waterville.
of the regular Schofield-White
constructed 11 feet from the hack i___________
Park playing site due to the
planned construction of a transit
Bangor, educated at the Univer Odd Fellows To
shed and terminal wharf In that
sity of Maine and is a member of
area.
Attend
Methodist
the Lions Club. Visiting Rota ri a ns
The league will begin pratice
at the luncheon were: Cleo Gud- Church Sunday
sessions on May 1 and teams will
PRICED RIGHT
erre and Bob Hudson of the Rock
be selected on May 8 with the
land Club and John S. Anderson
Members of Knox Lodge of Odd first game scheduled for May 13.
of Camden guest of Boh Jamie Fellows and Miriam Rebekah Teams competing are sponsored
See: LILLIAN M. TETREAULT
son.
Lodge will ohserve Anniversay by the American Legion, the Ki
formerly of
Sunday by attending the Pratt wanis Club, the Odd Fellows, the
Herbert Simmons of the Rock Memorial Methodist Church to Lions Club, the Elks Club and the
land Awning Co. now has the tele morrow.
Tetreaults Trailer Sales - Brunswick
Rotary Club.
phone installed in his shop on
All members are requested to
The season will toe split into two
Rockland street. The number 1, meet at the Odd Fellows Hall at halves with each team playing 10
Now Affiliated With
1036-M
50*tf 10 a. m. Sunday, daylight saving games a half. Winners of both
------------------ I time, and proceed to the church halves wilt play off for the season
SPRING CLEANING TIME
I in a body.
championship.
Let the Rock Land Kiwanis Club
On Monday. Knox Lodge will
Managers volunteering at a

Zoning Board To

Mobile Homes
NEW and USED

collect your old papers and maga- confer th© First Degree on a Wednesday
night
meeting
of
zines. Call Rocklaad 400.
| class of candidates with refreah- league officials at the Community
PAPER DRIVE MAY 5.
49-51 ments following the meeting
Building were: John Dugan, Rua-

HaraM C. Ralph
ROUTE 1

TEL TE 2-5321

A

Sales

WALDOBORO, AAAINE

TuMday-Thuredoy-Saturdqr
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Flames completely gutted a one

and a half story, four room home
on Washington street in Camden
Thursday morning leaving a wid
ow and seven children homeless.

April 28—Daylight Saving Time
Fire trucks rolled to a lot behind
Mrs. Lawrence Erskine who
starts.
Set clocks ahead one the home of Thad Grotton of 564
hour.
owned the small wooden frame

Barbara Teel, 18 months old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Teel of 55 Lawn Avenue was treat
ed Friday at Knox Hospital for a
lip laceration received when she
fell against a chair at home. She
was released.

Attending the Silver Tea at the
Blaine House in Augusta for the
Cancer Fund from this area were:
Mrs. Alden Perry, Mrs. Earle
Perry, Miss Pearl Borgerson, Mrs.
Isidor Gordon. Mrs. Christcpher
Roberts and Mrs. Jeanette Small.
Sandwiches, coffee and dough
nuts were served the firemen on
duty at the Glen Cove fire Monday
night by the following Red Cross
volunteer canteen workers: Mrs.
Leon Fickett, Mrs. Thelma Stan
ley, Mrs. Leroy Chatto, Mrs. Ken
neth Feyler, Sr., Mrs. Alfred MacFarland and Mrs. Kenneth Feyler,
Jr.

Fishermen along the Eastern
Shore of Nova Scotia are experi
encing a light catch due to cold
water. Lobsters of “good size”
are selling from $1 to $1.50 as lob
stermen are busy setting thous
ands of traps as the season opens
Things became a little confusing
at an Extension Service meeting to
the Eastward a few evenings ago
It was a special meeting for the
discussion of taxes. Meeting time
came and there were just a few
on hand. Two dignitaries from the
University of Maine were present,
the local representative and three
other men in the corridor.
Anxious to get started, and think
ing others would soon show up.
the agent rounded up the three and
guided them into the meeting
room. A tax expert through his
talk and had just stopped when a
harried deputy sheriff rushed into
the room—spotted two of the three
who had been herded in from the
hall—and yelled “Hey, I thought I
told you two jokers to wait in the
hall?” The pair rose and shuffled
out to meet their bondsman for
whom they had been waiting to
bail them on charges of poaching
brought by game wardens. Just
one lone farmer was left to listen
to the next speaker on taxation.

Herbert Simmons of the Rock
land Awning Co. now has the tele
phone installed in his shop on
Rockland street. The number is
1036-M.
50*tf

Anil all things, whatsoever ye shall ask in
prayer believing, ye shall
receive.
Mattheu 21:22

Watch for a Great Prom
ise from the llihle in this

space every Saturday.

When confusion confronts
those stricken by grief, we
endeavor to nerve in a
manner that dispels anx
iety and affords peace of
mind.

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
ROCKLAND

and
THOMASTON

previous evening by Grotton who i
had gone to bed. thinking the fire I
was out. A small area was burned
|
with no damage reported.

-

WIDOW AND SEVEN CHILDREN

HOMELESS AFTER CAMDEN FIRE

Old County Road early Thursday
morning to extinguish a fire in a I
pile of bark and slabwood. The i
fire was spotted at 1.45 a. m. by,
Rockland Police cruising in the pa-I
trol car and the firemen were noti- >
tied. The department reported that
the wood had been burned the

Page Dirw

home situated at the bend of Megunticook River on Washington
street was forced to race a quarter
of a mile to a phone for aid when
she discovered the fire.
She
called from the home of Arthur
Herrick °f Moiyneaux road.
Three fire engines and a ladder
truck "ere ’“"""oned to battle
th< blaze that burned through the
four rooms and broke out on one
end of the roof.
Fire Chief Alien Payson said
the fire started in the kitchen par
tition next to the stove pipe. Mrs.
Erskine.
her eight year old
daughter, Linda, and a small aon

The Roekiand District of Maine
Diocesan Council of Catholic Worn-1
en will hold thei- quarterly meet-1
ing in St. Bernard's Parish Hall on
Thursday. May 2, at 7.30 p. m.
Mrs. William H. Dalton of Au-,
-----------------------------------------gusta. past national president will I Jqijcp OvprrifJpC
be the guest speaker of the eve-;
C VVCtllUCh

were at home at the time. The
rest of the children were out of
the house. Several of the older
children work.
Payson said Mrs. Erskine had
smelled smoke for some time and
finally spotted it pouring from the
wall corners.
When firemen arrived the build
ing was ablaze. A washing ma
chine and several smaller articles
were saved but the greater part of
the family furniture and belong
ings were lost.
The small house was owned by
Mrs. Erskine whose husband had
died about three year- ago.
The building and furniture were
not insured.
The family is being housed tem
porarily at the Megunticook Lake
summer cottage of Mrs. M. Anna
Libby of Camden.
Fire Chief estimated the loss at
about $1000.

Baird Fights

--.

Rockland Legion

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

The Old Penobscot Gets Into Big Trouble
Just Who Was Bill McKee?

Post To Hold
Elections May 2
Nominations were mad Thurs
day evening for officers to head
W’inslcw - Holbrook - Merritt Pont
American Legion durirg the com
ing year. Elections are sch duied
for Thursday May 2 at the Post
home on Maverick street.
The Post which recently voted
to increase its dues from $5 to
$8.50 per year has a me bership
in excess of 400 veterans.
Merrill Morang was nem d as
commander with Douglas Curtis
as first vice commander and Law
rence Blood the second vice com
mander.
Ervin L. Curtis, three times a
past commander of th ■ post, was
nominated for the dual po ition of
secretary and adjutant
Joseph
Robinson, president o. th, First
National Bank of Rockland, was
again named aud.tor a po t he
has held for several years.
Other officers included: James
Chisholm finance officer; Wilson
Ames, sergeant-at-arms; E Allen
Gordon, service officer and Sid
ney Segal, historian and h plain.

(Continued from Page One)
(Continued From Page One)
indicated that the report will be would result in so large a loss in
made soon.
the catch that the average fish
The bill calls for the lending of erman would be unable to stand
state credit to a $2,503,000 bond
this loss which could not be offset
Maine Medical
issue which would construct new by a higher price.
'ar and passenger ferries to serve
“I do believe a fishermen’s or
Assn. Meeting At
the islands. The proposal made at
ganization is a good thing. I ap
committee hearing in March was
Samoset In June
preciate advice as to how the
that income from the ferry service
membership feels about certain
would serve to pay the bond issue
The Surgeon Genera! of the
legislation.
off in 25 years and still meet
Here is the husky Penobscot under more pleasant circumstances than those detailed in Capt. Scott’s Army and an array of medical
“However, I do feel I should use story. Photo, unused before, made off Fort Knox.
operating costs.
scientists engaged in at mic in
my own judgement in making up
A special meeting of the Knox
At first, the bill proposed that
Deer Isle. Me.. March 1, 1957.
engines.
having
cylinders 22 The construction and handling of jury research will head the auth
my
mind.
If
you
will
examine
County Camera Club will be held the State Highway Commission
Dear Steamboat Editor:—
inches in diameter by 24 inch sidewheelers was a past master’s orities from the field of medicine
my record as to legislation intro- :
Anril 30. at 7.39 n. m at Jim operate the service.
Later, the
As spring approaches we all stroke of piston. Her propellers gift in the life of Bill McKee. His on the progiam of the annua con
duced
and
passed
during
my
two
Moore’s house in Glen Cove. Ger Maine Port Authority was pro
vention of the Maine Medical As
have that house cleaning urge. were of the “Loper” type, eight office at the Atlantic Works in
man Camera Industry movies and posed as the operating agency and terms here you will find more
sociation in June.
and
one-half
feet
in
diameter.
Her
East
Boston
had
decorated
walls
any amateur 16 *" m ^ovinc- mn'fi that body agreed to take the re than two thirds is fisheries legis- | This overtook me this morning boiler was placed in the hold and of sidewheel blueprints. His d< ^k
General Silas B Hays and a
bers want to bring will be shown. sponsibility. It is understood that lation, mostly of benefit to the j and I turned the drawer of my was of the iron type 20 feet in was a cluttered mass of rough group from the Atomic Casualty
One desk upside down and overhauled
Refreshments will be served.
an amendment will be made to the lobster fishermen alone.
length, and was known as the drop pencil
drawings
that
meant Research Center of the Walter
item in particular is the pet of ! a pile of left-overs from my win
bill to permit the change.
flue
type.
On
her
trial
she
aver

nothing
to
anyone
but
himself.
His Reed Army Graduate Medical
Otis Lewis and is to prevent haul- ! ter’s labors. Among this de»bris
Lloyd Jameson. Central Maine
Two Bills Tabled
aged a speed of 11.57 miles per silent partner George Eaton looked School will conduct an ail da\ pro
ing
traps
after
dark.
was
my
badly
worn
book
of
notes
Power Park Street substation
During the week, the Sea' &
hour.
after the financial end of the gram at the three day m e* ng to
“I am sorry if I misled them in with only one or two unused jot
foreman, reported to Rockland Shore Fisheries Committee of 10
business but had nothing to say be held at the Samoset Hoi June
On
her
second
trip
from
Boston
Police Friday that thieves had cut members divided evenly on two any way in my efforts to keep tings. These I will send along to
23. 24 and 25.
with the general operations.
to
Bangor,
she
caught
fire
off
Cas

you
that
you
might
be
able
to
use
away and stolen about 45 pounds bills. One was for repeal of the neutral and open minded, or if '
The convention will open Sun
tine
and
burned
to
the
water
’
s
During
the
many
times
I
have
of copper leads to transformers two inch clam law and the other they thought I owed them a politi- ' them in the future. With all the
edge, on Aug. 31, 1845. An insur sat in Bill McKee's office he has day. June 23, but w 11 be pro
notes
in
this
book
recorded
I
will
cal
debt.
I
do
believe
this
will
stored there sometime the pre was to return jurisdiction of clam
ceeded by a meeting of the Countie it in the bundle of my precious ance settlement was effected and related to me how he built up his
benefit everyone concerned”.
vious night.
Jameson said the flats to communities.
■i! of the Maine Medina: A-'O^iadocuments and put back on the she was towed to Bath. She was operations from scratch on a site
Sherman
Baird
i
costs of shipping the transformers
Both bills had the approval of
ion on Saturday evening. S : iday
rebuilt
and
ran
on
the
line
until
|
which
was
a
part
of
the
mud
flats
shelf
between
the
rafters
of
my
It must be pointed out that dur- I
to a factory for replacement of the Department of Sea & Shore
will feature meetings of the House
December,
1846.
when
she
was
of
Chelsea
creek.
At
the
time
of
unfinished attic.
the leads would run into heavy Fisheries, which is headed by Ron- ing the hearing on the bill at Au
May 3, 1884: Capt. David Robin purchased by the U.S. Government his death he left behind the most of Delegates. Reference Commit
costs. Police are investigating the , aid Green of Rockland, and the gusta that strong delegations of
son the first and only master of for $28,975, and renamed the colorful fleet of sidewheel steam tees and the Council. The Gener
theft.
Legislative Research Committee. lobstermen voiced a preference
al Assembly, which will be held
the Mt. Desert up to this date Scourge at the time of the break ers in the world, while all of them
for
the
new
measure.
Included
!
Both were tabled for considera
ing out of the Mexican war. The were from the plans formulated on Monday afternoon, will be
was
retired
with
half
pay
for
life.
was the Hancock Ccunty group
BORN
tion at a later date.
Wednesday. March 25. 1891: Government supplied her with by the brain of a gepius, and highlighted by the election of the
Brannan — At Knox Hospital.
The Senate gave approval to an which matches the catch of Knox
Steamer
Manhattan was launched three guns, and the cost in her drawn by the most capable hands president-elect of the Asao i- tion.
April 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Winston apprentice lobsterman’s bill over County, as well as portions of
Tuesday morning will be d voted
at the New England Shipbuilding change from a merchant to a Gov of that era.
C. Brannan, a daughter.
an adverse report returned by the other county delegations.
to a series of addresses by pro
ernment steamer was $15,885.
Walter E. Scott
Colby—At Camden Community
Co.
yards
at
Bath.
Among
those
The Maine Lobstermen’s Associ
Hospital, April 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Sea and Shore Fisheries Commit
minent physicians whiqh will be
After two years of war service she
present
was
Capt.
J.
B.
Coyle
of
Parker Colby of Rockport, a son — tee, 8 to 2. The bill covers young ation went on record as opposed
of interest to ail memb-r* of the
the Maine S. S. Co. The Manhat was. on Oct. 7. 1848. finally sold Municipal Court
to
the
increase.
The
Association
Frank Parker.
sters under 18 years of age who
medical profession. The f’emoon
by the Government through their
has approximately 2.COO members tan is a duplicate and sister ship
wish to learn the trade.
agent,
Vespasian
Ellis
of
New
program will feature m eti-gs of
Marquis
Robinson.
20,
of
43
MARRIED
along the Maine coast out of of the steamer Cottage City,
York City, to John F. Hertz of Maverick Street pleaded guilty to the various groups of medical
Dore-Sukeforth — At Waldoboro,
launched
in
1890.
5.000 plus licensed lobstermen in
April 21, Alden T. Dore of Rich WEST WASHINGTON
Sept. 1, 1905: I was trucking Lafayette, La., for the sum of a charge of imprudent driving and specialists.
the state.
mond and Miss Glenda Louise
paid a fine of $25 while another
freight
on the steamer Calvin Aus $2300.
Delbert
Carroll
visited
with
his
Sukeforth of Waldoboro, by Rev.
Lobster dealers supported the
Slow Down And Live! The
July 2, 1903: The new steamer charge of driving with inadequate
uncle, Oliver Winchenbach and increase, as they have done con tin and saw the new Graves
Philip G. Palmer.
Calvin Austin arrived in Boston brakes was filed in Rockland life you save may be your own.
Larrabee-Chureh — At Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington
sistently for three legislatures Lighthouse lighted for the first
April 21, Murray Larrabee of of Standish Falls were recent cal
from her builders at Wilmington. Municipal Court action Thursday
past, having first made the pro time. This light is the extreme
Knox and Sandia Church of RockDel.,
in command of Capt. Pike morning.
guide-post
for
the
entrance
to
Bos

and, by Rev. J. Charles MacDon lers with friends at the Cooley posal.
BAKZD BEAN SUPPER
of the St. Croix. The arrival of
ton
Harbor.
Its
flashes
are
2-2-2.
Robinson, who was stopped by
nursing home.
ald.
This was the first legislature
ST. GEORGE GRANGE HALL
1886. T. F. Cassidy of Bangor this new ship for the International ! Rockland police Tuesday, was al
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grotton and during which large segments of
Saturday, April 27 - 5 30 to 7 P. M.
DIED
baby of Grotton, Conn., is visit the thousand of lobstermen joined who operates a steam roller mill Line resulted in a turmoil of leged to have committed the viola ADULTS 65c
CHILDREN 35c
Young—At Bangor. April 25. ing with her mother. Mrs. Mildred
for grinding corn into meal, shifting of officers of various j tions on Park street.
Benefit St. George High school
the dealers in asking an increase.
Amos Samuel Young of VinalSophomore Class
shipped one of his grist mills to steamers of this line. Since Capt. !
haven, age 72 year s. Funeral Crommett.
50-51
Pike went down to Delaware after I Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Boston
on
the
steamer
Katahdin.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Perley
Brooker
services Sunday at 2 p. m. from
Marchctte, Guard of Department
the
Calvin
Austin,
the
St.
Croix
is
The
steamer
had
to
jettison
her
lhp Headley Funeral Home in and two children of Millinocket 11. Guests were Hazel Marchette
cargo after suffering considerable in command of Capt. Thompson of
Vinalhaven with Rev. W. S. Stack- were weekend guests of their par
of Waterville and Mr. and Mrs.
Capt. Charles
house officiating. Interment will ents, Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wi’.lman.
damage from that memorable the Penobscot.
Harold Butler of Union.
be in John Carver Cemetery.
gale of that year so the mill was Mitchell was shifted to the Penob
Callers
with
Mrs.
Myra
Cooley
Vinalhaven.
thrown overboard and lost. Mr. scot but later went first pilot on
Too much speed continues to be
Rawley—At Gardiner. April 23. over the weekend were Mr. and
Cassidy
had a new mill shipped the Calvin Austin after she went in
Chester A. Rawley, age 66 years, Mrs. John Clate of New York the grand national high road to
from Boston on the steamer Cam commission on the International
one month and 16 days. Funeral and Miss Mary Cooper of Bruns much sorrow.
services were held Thursday.
bridge. This mill went to the bot line. The Penobscot was hauled
wick.
tom with her valuable cargo when off to be used as a spare boat. The
Mis. Myra Cooley attended the
CARD OF THANKS
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
State of Maine is in command of j
she was wrecked.
I wish to express my sincere nursing asociation meeting and
Capt. Allen formerly of the i
Wednesday.
July
12.
1899:
The
HOUSE
for
sale
at
Tenants
Har

thanks to friends, neighbors and banquet in Camden Thursday,
bor. Write LEE ANDREWS. Box steamer Horatio Hall of the Larchmont that ran from Provirelatives who sent cards, flowers April 18.
302. Brunswick, Maine.
51-53 Maine Steamship Co., ran aground dcncc to New York for the Joy
and gifts while I was a patient at
the Veterans Administration Hos Farrar-Ross Auxiliary Installation
on Middle Ground Shoal in thick Line.
pital in Boston. It was all great
Your TV pictures can never be any better
Farrar-Ross Auxiliary 9437 held
Friday, Dec. 29
1906: The
fog. The tug Gypsum King went
ly appreciated.
than your antenna.
That Generations
their Installation Sunday night.
steamer Penobscot collided with
i
to
her
assistance.
The
tide
was
Mrs. Minnie Smith,
Let us send one of our antenna specialists to
on the ebb so the tug pulled with the fishing schooner Shepard King
Ingraham Hill.
51-lt April 21, Mrs. Natalie Batchelder,
to Come may
your
home, during our pre-Series special. He'll
Past District President of Mem
no avail. She let go her hawser while on her way down Boston!
inspect your antenna thoroughly and tell you
Remember
( ARD OF THANKS
orial Auxiliary in Augusta presid
when Capt. Biagg of the Horatio Harbor enroute to Bangor. The I
whether you're getting the best picture quality
We wish to thank our neighbors, ing. Installed were Mrs. Edna
Hall decided that they would have schooner struck the Penobscot
friends and relatives for all the
your set can deliver.
to wait for the next tide. As the head on which smashed many of
cards, flowers and gifts sent to Hamilton, president; Mrs. Edna
tug was about to h ave, the steam the planks of the steamer below
our loved one during her illness Brann, senior vice president; Mrs.
and for all remembrances at the Eva Sidclinger, junior vice presi
er slid off by herself with no dam the waterline. The Penobscot took
time of her death. Especial tha ks dent Mrs. Catherine Wellman,
age to her hull. She carried 300 the schooner in tow and both ves
to Mrs. Nancy Benner, Mrs. Grace
sels returned to Boston. On arri
passengers.
Colburn, Dr. Lord and Dr. Parsons treasurer; Mrs. Nina Colby, sec
retary; Mrs. Edna Hill, conduct
May 6. 1886. The Eastern val at her dock the Penobscot had
and to Rev. Sterling Helmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bean, Elden ress; Mrs. Myra Cooley, chaplain;
Steamboat Company of Bath sold listed badly from water that had
Bean, and Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Dorris Meite, guard; Virginia
its popular steamer Sasanoa. her covered the fireroom floor. Her
Carroll of Warren.
51-lt
Gardner, flag bearer; Hazel Sav
length, 84’ breadth 15’. engine non freight was unloaded with great
condensing Cyl. 18x18. This was difficulty, and it was necessary
CARD OF THANKS
age, banner bearer; Anna Luce.
To relatives, friends and neigh Grace Bartlett, Harriet Billings,
one of the first steamers to run on for two tugs to come alongside
bors, who, by thoughtful deeds and
the Bath to Boothbay route, in and pump constantly to keep her ,
Celia Flanders, color bearers;
acts of kindness, expressed in so
crease of passenger trafic demand afloat. She was taken to the Ma
many ways during the illness and Gertrude G. Jones, historian; El
rine railway in East Boston and,
ed larger and faster boats.
loss of our loved one, we wish to eanor Norwood, patrotic Instruct
I extend our sincere thanks and or; Grace Bartlett, trustee number
The second steamer Bangor hauled out. Her extreme weight,
appreciation. Special thanks to
was launched in May 1844 she was with her hull half full of water !
three; Harriett Billings, trustee
| Dr. Fuller and Mr. Stilphen.
FINEST TV PICTURES ON ALL CHANNELS
built by Betts. Harlan & Hollings crushed blocking of her starboard
number two; Charlotte Choate
51-lt
Alvin Smail and family.
k choosing a family monu
worth of Wilmington. Del., for side and only her paddle wheels
trustee
number
one
Mrs.
ment, your choice is not
IN MEMORIAM
the Bangor Steam Navigation Co., bearing on the railway platform
only for your lifetime, but
! Batchelder was assisted by Esther
In loving memory of Ethel M.
for generations to come. We can
her hull was formed by bar iron prevented her from crashing from
Young who passed away April 25,
help you find lasting satisfaction
ribs secured by wrought iron the supports. She eventually had
IN MEMORIAM
1950.
through our wide selection of Rock
NEW "TRAVELLING WAVE" DESIGN
clamps, her planking was put on to be launched again to right her
of Ages family monuments. Each »
In loving memory of Ronald M.
Lovingly remembered by her son
hacked by a signed guarantee to
DELIVERS
STRONGER, CLEARER PICTURES
Lindsey, who passed away April
and daughters.
for
new
and
more
solid
blockings.
in the lapped or “Clinker” style
you, your heirs, or your descendants.
Mrs. Madeline Cokinis, Mrs. 29, 1947.
Incidents of this nature would
instead of the modern “inside and
Mummy, Daddy and Sister,
Ruth Duran and Ernest Harring
Get the newest — the most powerful — TV antenna i
outside” method of arranging the have little effect on grand old
51* It
ton.
51-lt Warren,
developed. The "Travelling Wave" reinforces your picture
sheets. She measured 231 tons Bill McKee, and his foreman Jim
signals electronically and rejects all unwanted signals. Ends
burden. she was 120 feet in length Green was the same type. They
"snow," "ghosts," and interference. Provides incomparable
WARREN Tel. CRestwd 3-2981 between perpendiculars; 20 feet both were cool and went about the
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
reception on channels 2-13.
CAMDEN
Tai. 2151 beam moulded, nine feet depth of process of hauling a sidewheeler
Over 5 times stronger than any other TV ontenna. The
hold for base line amidship. On with little if any commotion.
Knoz-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
FOR 74 YEARS
»-S-« deck she was 131 feet overall, the Foreman Green would stand at
T-W will last years longer. Best for COLOR TV,tool
PHONE THOMASTON 175
passengers were carried aft on the head of the railway to give
deck In a house fitted up in a signals to the engineer in the
William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
W. H. EMERY
style of elegance unusual of those powerhouse.
Bill McKee would
days.
walk back and forth watching the
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
248 MAIN STREET
Her machinery consisted of In blockings and the list of the ship
l-S-tf
dependent twin screw propeller a« she dryed his super-structure.
ning. At the close of the meeting
the incoming officers will be installed. All members of the Camden, -Thomaston and Rockland'
Units are urged to co-operate by [
attending. The Catholic Women’s
Club and the Daughters of St.
Bernard’s will be hostesses for the
occasion.
Mrs. John Chisholm
and Mrs. Sebastian Groder will be}
co-chairman, assisted by their
committees.

I

Chester Brooks

CHANNEL MASTER W
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
MRS. FOLSOM RESIGNS HDA POST;
STUDY TO BE MADE IN EFFORT TO

Knox-Lincoln Has Three Outstanding Homemakers

CONSOLIDATE AGENT'S DUTIES
gra bers of the board joining them for
lunch and the afternoon business
meeting. Attending the sessions
was Richard Dolloff of Orono,
state county agent leader.
President Ralph Keene of Dam
ariscotta presided, with Herbert
Spear of North Nobleboro reading
the secretary’s report and Irving
Smith of Owls Head the treasur
er’s report. Each of the agents.
Mrs. Folsom. Mr. Jaeger and Mrs.
Shibles. reported on the progress
made in their departments the past
year.
It was brought out at the meet
ing that the fields of agriculture
have broadened so rapidly in re
cent years that it has become al
most impossible for a single coun
ty agent to care for all programs
in two counties, such as is the case
with Knox and Lincoln.
There were indications that a
Mr*. Mabel Folsom
survey would be made with the
Mrs. Mabel Folsom, home dem possibility that some minor pro
onstration agent for the Extension grams might be deleted in order
Association in Knox and Lincoln that more time could be spent with
Counties the past two years, ten those needing the attention. Such
a revision of programs would give
dered her resigned to the Execu
the agent an opportunity to con
tive Board of the association solidate his efforts, it was ob
Thursday. She indicated to the served.
board that she wished to be re
A membership committee was
lieved on July 1 as she planned to appointed and it includes Mis.
be married during the summer.
Gertrude Hupper of Martinsville,
The Board, in its annual session, Henry Teague of Warren and Eben
re-elected County Agent Gilbert Haggett of Damariscotta Mills.
Jaeger of Camden and Mrs. Loana
Named to serve on a committee
Shibles of Martinsville, the 4-H which will arrange for the annual
Club agent.
association meeting next fall were:
A meeting of the Association Otto Irvine of South Warren,
officers was held at the Knox Ho Theodore Ross of West Aina and
tel Thursday morning with mem Mrs. Esther Gross of Waldoboro.

i

*
a

Photos by Cullen
Mrs. Florence Peek of Waldoboro, first to receive the Outstand
ing Homemaker Award in recent years. She is a sister of Albert
K. MacPhail of Owls Head.

Mrs. Gladys E. Keller of West Rockport was honored by the
University during Farm and Home Week last year in recognition
of her abilities as a homemaker.

Mrs. Gertrude Hupper of Martinsville, homemaker, poultry
farm operator and community worker, was selected for homemaker
honors three weeks ago at the University.

Knox-Lincoln
Extension. 4-H Club agent; and a demonstrat- charge of refreshments. The table
The Knox-Lincoln area has es tended to community life and pub and 4-H Club work in her commun for
tablished a record in Extension lic service in Sunday Schools and ity, and on a county level. Her Coupled with all her home an com ed ta:k on salads and salad greens decorations will be provided and
churches as well as 4-H Club work. work has extended to community munity projects, she served 10 by Mrs. Mildred Brown Schrumpf. arranged by Mrs. Florence Peck,
Association circles in that it has
Mrs. Mabel Folsom, home dem affairs, church, school and Sun years as master of Ocean View home economist. University.
Chairman of the tea committee
had three women selected as Outonstration agent for Knox-Lincoln day School programs, in addition Grange of Martinsville, and is pro
Mrs. Schrumpf who is well is Mrs. Eugenie deGroff of North
standing Homemakers by the Uni- Extension Association, points to to taking part in the operation of gram chairman for the Ridge known throughout the State as Nobleboro and her committee
versity of Maine in three succes- the achievements of the three a busy dairy farm.
Church.
“Brownie” Schrumpf will demon- members arc: Mrs. Rose Weston,
The highlight of Home Demon- strate how to make salads and Waldoboro; Mrs Julia Burgess,
Mrs. Hupper is currently presi
sive years. As far as is known, women in her area with pride as
no other local Extension group has National Home * Demonstration dent of the Knox County Poultry stiation Week is to be a meeting the part salads play in putting Waldoboro; and Mrs. Florence
Week opens.
Peck, Nobleboro. She will also be
Improvement Association and op and tea on Thursday, May 2. Lin variety into our meal£.
attained this standing.
The home demonstration agent erates a poultry farm, producing coln County Extension groups will
Pouters for the tea which will assisted by the North Nobleboro
First to receive it was Mrs. works closely with community Ex- both market eggs and meat birds. be hostesses this year at the Knox- follow the meeting will be: Mrs Extension group.
KNOX-LINCOLN JUNIOR AND
Floi cnce MacPhail of Nobleboro in tension groups in all towns of the She too has been active in 4-H Lincoln meeting which is being Rose Weston, Mrs. Maude Spear,
Ail Extension Association mem1355. She was followed last year two counties and helps them estab- work, on occasion serving as lead- held at the North Nobleboro Corn- Mrs. Julia Burgess, and Mrs. bers are urged to attend. The
SENIOR D’ViSIONS STYLE SHOW
by Mrs. Gladys E. Keller of West lish and calr>' out educational pro- er of two or more clubs at one munity Hall starting at 1.30 p. m. Eleanor Hodgkins. General hostess meeting and tea are open to the
_
,
grams in homemaking in general. time.
Included in the program are: is to be Mrs. Sylvia Keene of general public and a cordial inviAT WALDOBORO TUESDAY EVENING Rockport
and only three weeks
Mrs. Peck has served as a trusOver the years, she has provid A welcome and business session Nobleboro, county foods leader, tation is extended to all.
Tuesday, April 30. at 7 p. m., is winners by Dean’s Flower Shop in ago by Mrs. Gartrude Hupper of ,e<? of the Mainp ExtPnsion, chair. ed foster homes for some ICO chil presided over by Mrs. Gertrude and registration will be in charge
During Home
Demonstration
the date set for the Knox-Lincoln Rockland.
Martinsville.
I man of the Women’s Division of dren whose periods of living with Hupper, chairman of the Women’s of Mrs. Esther Gross, Waldoboro, Week, April 29-May 4, displays,
posters, and exhibits of various
Blue and red ribbons will br
All three women have devoted the state and has represented the Huppers have ranged from two Division of Extension Association; county clothing leader.
County 4-H Style Show at the Wal
awarded the girls making dresses much time to various Extension Maine at two national and one in to seven years with as many as report of the secretary-treasurer
The foods leaders of the Exten kinds are being shown in each
doboro gymnasium. when the
while green and gold participatior projects in their Extension com ternational gathering of home eco five residing there at one time.
by Mrs. Mary Dyer. Also recog- sion Association groups of Booth- community to acquaint the general
county blue ribbon winner will be ribbons are to be given to al’
munity and county groups.
nomics leaders.
She is currently vice chairman nition of outstanding leaders and bay, Whitefield, Tenants Harbor, public with the work the Extension
announced.
others taking part.
Not only has their work been in '
Mrs. Keller has been for years of the Women’s Division of the Maine Outstanding Homemaker Waldoboro, South Waldoboro, Jeff- Service is doing through its home
All 4-H girls in the ( lothing pro
Extension projects, but it has ox an active worker in Extension state and chairman of the group for 1957. by Mrs. Loana S. Shibles. Person and Nobleboro will be in demonstration program.
Dresses To Be Judged
ject are eligible to model in this
All dresses will be scored Mor
show’, the articles they have made day, April 29, at the North Nobh
and Mrs. Lena Kaler of Somerville,
MANCHESTER AND JAEGER FINDING
this year.
boro Community Hall at 6.30 p. tf
Mass., are at their home on
Fifty senior girls aid over 200 and placed in blue and red ribbo
WALDOBORO
THE
GRANGE
CORNER
Kaler’s Hill.
SEVERAL FARM FOLKS ELIGIBLE
junior girls are enrolled in clothing groups. The announcements of a’
MRS RENA CROWELL
in the counties and many of these placings and ribbons will b
Correspondent
:
OR
SOCIAL
SECURITY
PAYMENTS
SPRUCE HEAD
Telephone TEmple 2-9281
4-H members are planning to en awarded at the show’, Tuesda
Meenagha Grange
, Plans were discussed for an aucMr. and Mrs. Whitney Wheeler
ter this county-wide style show’.
night.
Extension Economist Allen Man-| with any of these people who are
Minnie Vannah were appointed tion which may be held either the
of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
A chance to compete in the State
Mrs. Mabel K. Folsom, horn
hester and County Agent Gilbert not now receiving Social Security chairman of the Community Ser 17th or 24th of May.
Mrs. Clifford E. Gove and moth Elwell and daughter Carol of
4-H Dress Revue will be the award demonstration agent, and Mr:
'aeger, have been working with benefits and who may be eligible vice Committee at the Monday
er, Mrs. Margaret MacKenzie, P.ockland, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mi-gunticnok Grange
for the County Blue Ribbon win Esther Gross, Knox-Lincoln Count
ome of the older farm people in We have found several wh did night meeting of the Grange,
Harriman of East Douglas, Mass.,
Charles White of Winthrop, past were in Portland recently.
ner.
clothing leader, will be in char;
he county in an effort to help not know that thy are eligible but An invitation was received from treasurer of the Maine State
Mrs. Gertrude Benner is visiting Mrs. Frances Carter of Rockland
Corsages or wristlets will be of judging and will be assisted b
hem improve their financial posi- who did have more than enough Maple Grange to attend neighbors Grange, was present as special
her son and family, Richard Ben and Mr. and Mrs. Darrell E'.well
awarded the senior blue ribbon Extension Association members.
on during these later years of income to be eligible.” he stated, night there on the 25th.
deputy for inspection. The first and ner in Camden.
of Spruce Head were callers of
feI If anyone would like to have
One application for membership second degrees were conferred on
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harkins of Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Elwell the
Jaeger comments that this has these men call, or knows of some- was received,
three candidates, and Mr. White Rockland have been guests of Mr. past week.
een one of the most gratifying one they might assist, please conThe decoration cf the hall and gave an instructive and interesting and Mrs. Douglass Tait, Marble
Charles Murphy of Quincy,
‘•ograms he had worked with.
I tact Jaeger at the Rockland Ex- ante rooms has been completed. talk on Grange matters.
Mass., spent the weekend with his
Avenue.
"W’e will do our best to work (tension office.
The group voted to have drawers
It is expected that at the next
Mr. and Mrs. Lester McLain uncle, George Snow.
built in the k'tchen, also to have meeting. May 1. the third and
Mrs. John Oxenham of Camden,
have returned to Jackson after
linoleum installed on the kitchen fourth degrees will be conferred by
Mrs. Francis Newhall and Mrs.
visiting relatives for two weeks.
Egg Producers
counters. This project will be an invited degree team, but it is
Mrs. Elroy Gross was in Thom Grace Cunningham of Rockland
H Club Doings
carried out by the Busy Bodies.
not yet fully decided.
were luncheon guests of Mrs.
To Hear Frank
aston Thursday.
Minnie Vannah was chairman
By Loan* Shihlea—4-H
Seven Tree Grange
James A. Waltz has been in Bos Callie Rackliff Tuesday.
Reed On Thursday for the Lions dinner this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Miller
Club Agent
By Aubyne Hawes
ton and Natick, Mass., on business.
Seven Tree Grange met WednesLimerock Valley Pomona
Miss Hazel Murray of Lynn, and children, Mr. and Mrs. Wea
Independent Egg Producers will
By Evelyn St. Clair
j day evening with Nelson Calder- Mass., has been a guest of Mis. ver of Quincy, Mass., spent last
BurkettviUe
meet at the United Co-Op Farm
weekend at the Tinny Cottage.
Change of dates for exchange wood
occupying the master’s Florence Bidwell.
poultry prices. As prediceted eggs along to a point of organizat
The Jolly Hustlers met last Sat ers, Inc., Store on New County Lecturer’s programs are as fol- ! chair.
Mrs. Margaret Johnson of PoMrs. Jennie Fowler is visiting
dropped off^harpjy after the pre- poultrymen may have more av
lay at the Grange Hall with the road, Rockland, at 7.30 p
quonook Bridge, Conn., is guests
m* lows
Donations were voted during the relatives in Gardner, Mass.
Easter rise.
Broilers reached a able funds by that time if pre<
pleton
Boosters as guests. Thursday, May 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben McCourt of her sister, Mrs. Fred Batty.
St. George • to Wessaweskeag, business session to the Cancer
low’ of 17 cents a pound early in tions hold true.
ere were 13 visitors in all, inSpeaker will be Frank Reed, Ex- ^ay 8. Lillian Rack! ff Lecturer. , Drive and to the Grange Cottage.
the week. Apparently relief is not
The table egg segment of the
ding Carol Johnson of Holden, tension poultryman who will speak
pPnobscot View to Owls Head,
The Eastern States Farmer’s
around the corner, in fact it ap- dustry cannot continue to exist
lsson co-operative under the title May 14 at 8 p. m., Carroll Wixson Exchange will hold their local
pears to be aeveral corners away. , der the conditions we have 1
nre sewing girls worked on ‘‘Frank Reed Jumps Off The Lecturer
membership meeting in the hall
It has been interesting listening most of the past three years. Y\
icheon sets and drawstring bags Fence."
Pleasant Valley Grange will go Thursday evening, May 2 and the
to many opinions expressed by Mr. Fletcher’s plan before us
lile the cooking girls prepared
The meeting wiU be ^presided t0 Camdeni May 22 and present Grange will furnsht refreshments.
poultrymen now that Joseph H. can at least hope that this if
e refreshments.
over by President Carl Erickson their program to Megunticook.
The Lecturer’s program featur
Fletcher has visited the area in solution. It would seem to b<
of Warren.
Martinsville
ed music as its subject.
-----------Warren Grange
person and told many of us about lot better than the surplus-scare
?athy Field, secretary of the
The Juvenile Grange was can
his self-control plan. 1 have not plan we now’ have.
By Nancy Benner
ittle Cookies” reports at their Jefferson Eagles would enter the
celled
this week owing to school
heard one word against Mr.
Warren Grange had Progressive
When you come right down t<
cent meeting they studied how poster contest.
vacation.
Fletcher’s idea, but doubt has been 1 there is no other item of fopd t
Clothes were given to the King's Gran«(' as Kue»ts on April 16 with
set the table. Cathy also led
The next Grange meeting will
expressed by some as to the pos faintly resembles an egg. T
Daughters for the Hungarian re- Progressive putting on an excelm in their song.
be May 8. The Circle w.U meet
sibility that the plan can actually production of an egg is one of
lent
Easter
program.
Lunch
was
?hese girls are making hats and
in afternoon to make cancer dres
be put through
This doubt does ture’s greatest marvels but e
Each member was given part of serv'e<l af,Pr thp meeting.
rons to wear when they put on
sings. Supper will be served at
$20 up to $1450 or more
not concern the quality of the plan, are not produced by nature
Grange
Circle
met
Tuesday
af

the
town
to
collect
for
the
cancer
monstrations.
the usual hour after which the
but rather the massiveness of the food at all, but for the purpose
ternoon
and
worked
on
Red
Cross
drive.
BurkettviUe
idea.
dressings. A 6 o’clock supper brothers will lay the new floor
creating chickens. But it so I
ON JUST YOUR NAME
Tenants Harbor
kt
a
recent
meeting
of
the
Jolly
It w’ould seem certain that poul pens that eggs are ont* of the d’
was served to Grange members covering on the stage.
At
the
last
meeting
of
the
Abtrymen looking for quick and im foods known to man and as a
stlers they voted to sell pencil
and the meeting followed.
Ocean View Grange
I pen sets and Annette Roy and nakis plans were made to go to
mediate profit would be doomed suit man has adjusted natu
Now for the FIRST time you can borrow for family
The rummage and cooked food
By Olivia Verrier
nnie
Whitcomb
were
appointed
the
Cathedral
in
the
Pines
on
May
to disappointment. Such an un processes to produce many m
sale will be held Saturday at the
or personal needs with the protection that only both
At a recent meeting two 50 year
the committee. Members vot- 5. Plans also were made to make
dertaking would necessarily incur eggs per hen than ever was
Grange Hall starting at 10 o’clock. Golden Sheaf members were presACCIDENT
and LIFE INSURANCE can give to you.
much expense at the start and tended. In fact man has beer
to invite the Appleton 4-H club club uniforms.
ent. Brothers Fred Hooper and
Pioneer Grange
Choose
your
own terms and take up to 25 months
Voted to enter the poster contest
those going along with it would efficient in breeding, produr
visit them at one of their meetPioneer Grange voted Tuesday Harold Hupper.
on soil conservation. A demonneed to take a long look ahead.
to
return
the
money.
super feed for the birds and m<
Four
brothers gave their
atration was given by Carol Wall eveninR t0 makc a
to ‘ke
, Grange .....
One might say that poultrymen
Nor*fi Nobleboro
cines to keep her happy f
Grange Educational Aid Fund and amusing' version of an Easter
have so many bad gambles at the
rh<- meeting of the Kiddie Kook- on how to make hrownies.
Accident plus Life Insurance
healthly that we have this surp’
to the Good Will Cottage and to fashion show.
present time that they are hardly
3 was called to order by Sandra
Bremea
enter the Community Service proOn Monday night, the third and
No one wants to put the 1
in a financial position to take any
mnell.
Mary Studley, secretary of the gram
fourth degrees were conferred on
back to her original state of p
Both at NO COST to YOU!
A discussion on the style show Lucky Clovers railed the meeting
The lecturer presented an Easter two candidates.
duction, but many of us would 1
is held. A judging contest on to order and conducted ituntil the
program of readings, music, a>
Mi. and Mrs. Cecil Peri were
to see less hens around.
M
issued by NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL
irts of a cow, lunches and good president came.
tableau and Rev. Mr. Trask of visitors from Gardiner Grange,
poultrymen are not looking for
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
•ooming was given.
Brenda
Plans were made to make a trip Union as guest speaker.
During the lecturer's program
tremely high prices, they w?
own was the winner of the good to the Hood's egg plant inWaldo-, Guests were present from South
Brother Peri entertained by singprices that bring a fair pro
Borrow where you get the MOST for your money
boro.
ooming.
Hope Grange and helped on the ing and playing the piano and the
That is the idea in the Fletch
Two new members were taken program,
Gail Kennedy will make mo
plan. It is self-control through tl
harmonica
into club. James Collamorc and
The lecturer will
sees cookies next meeting.
uniting of co-operatives.
present a
It was voted that we hold a
The Busy Farmers held judging Walter Zaccadelli
First comes the organization •
Mothers' Day program at the next dairy supper in June. Donations
ontest on parts of a cow, beans,
co-ops in the New England State
meeting which will be May 14.
have been given recently to the
( amden
nd finished boards, at their last
Beyond that lie 42 other states ar
Educational Aid Fund. Maine Can
Weymouth Grange
A parents night and public demc of c
the total production for a year if neetlng. Bobby Spear and Wayne onstration wa, hel„ by
Raynor Crossman of Corinna dis- cer Society, Grange Cottage and
CORPORATION
Llttler were winners of the parts C)ub at ,he Megunticook Grange cussed community service at the the new Wells Grange Hall, Wells.
a little over one 30 dozen case fo
412
MAIN
STREET
PHONE: 1001
of a cow.
They will do dairy ree«*ntly.
Monday evening meeting,
every man, woman and child i
A. C. Me Loon Co. the country. That means billions judging at Herbert Spear's May M. Tbe foIiOwing demonstrations Guest Officers' Night has been Any action taken for spite Is
ROOM 201, SECOND FLOOR
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ROCKLAND
TEL. 51
‘‘OVER ASTON'S
of egs and the goal of the Fletcher
Jefferson
were given: Linda Nash, eake scheduled for May 6 with dancing usually about as successful as it
105-tf
46-51
(Continued on Page Six)
deserves to be.
Voted that the members of the
(Continued on Page Six»
,0 Iollow
meeting.
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Mrs. Freda Calderwood.
Mrs. Leroy Norwood, entertaind

GRACE CHAPTER TO PRESENT
THE SYMPHONY PLAYERS IN

Peter’s Episcopal Church,
E. O. Kenyon Obi. I. W.,
Rector: Parish Mass and sermon
at 9.30. Weekday Masses. Tues
day, Thursday. Friday, at 7.30; on
Wednesday at 6 a. m.
• • •

Yes, we all have our dreams.

Perhaps sometimes, they are mere pro
jections of our selfishness . .. hopes unfair
to others . . . ambitions dangerous to our

selves.

THE CftUBCH FOR AU . .
AU FOB THE CHUBCH
<«•

But often, they are healthy, honest as
pirations . . . opportunities which zeal de
serves . . . victories which justice demands.

Is it wrong to dream such dreams? Does
God frown on honest hope and love?
Of course not!

Rather, God has given

us minds able to dream, and souls coura
geous enough to seek the difficult—even

the impossible.

But the Divine Architect helps man to
model his castles in the air, and provides
the tools for their building. With faith

and the guidance of the Church a man may
realize

hopes

and

aims which

a

cynical

world calls futile.
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survive
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Sponsored by

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Men’s and Boys’

GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES

Clark Island

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MCDONALD'S
TEL. 3

THOMASTON

G. H. ASTON & SONS
410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Lnneheonette

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.
MAINE

LINCOLN E. McRAE

Studebaker, Packard and Willys
Sales and Service

• BOB'S RESTAURANT
19 PARK STREET------- 72 MAIN STREET

INVESTMENTS

Family Style Dinners Served Daily

ALBERT B. ELLIOT
INSURANCE

-

WALTER MORSE

REAL ESTATE

’’FLOWERS”

Thomaston, Maine

BOYINGTON'S SUNOCO

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

CAMDEN STREET

Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND’S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
U-HAUL TRAILERS FOR RENT
Telephone 8004
John Carry, Prop.

CROCKETT'S FLYING "A" SERVICE
USED CARS AND GENERAL REPAIRING

Authorized Distribntor of Dutch Boy Paints
586 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W
ROCKLAND

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
THOMASTON -

MAINE

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

SUPERIOR OIL, INC.
ESSO PRODUCTS

BOX 628

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

STARR BROS., INC.
RICHARDSON'S

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

SENTER - CRANE'S

RICHARDS' RADIO - T. V.

A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE

Sales and Service — Home Appliances
THOMASTON

Rockland, Maine

BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.

W. C. LADD AND SONS
INSURANCE

REED'S WOOD SHOP

Roekland, Maine

Come In and Look Around
ROUTE 1
SOUTH WARREN

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT

STANLEY'S GARAGE
HUDSON — RAMBLER
Sales and Service

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 Park Street

Telephone 806

WIRTHMORE FEEDS

A. C McLOON & CO.
Distributor Shell Gasoline, Range, Fuel Oils
Utility-Gas and Appliances

FROST & WILKINS, INC.

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

Serving Nova Scotia, Boston, Belfast, EUsworth
Yarmouth, Halifax, N. S.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County In Thrift and
Home Ownership Since IMS

X

ROBERT C. BURNS
Concrete Vaults and Septic Tanks
143#
Old County Rd.

day night of the following week,
May 8.
•

•

«

The Sunday morning worship
service at the Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church will be held at
10.39. The sermon theme will be,
St. Bernard's Rockland, Sunday "The Friendship of God". The
Masses, 8 and 11 a. m. St. James’ Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will be
Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of guests of the Church. Anne Davis
Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.; will play “Prelude in C” by Rink.
Confessions at St. Bernard’s, Sat "Blessed are the Merciful" by
urday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily HJes and "The Earth is the
Mass at 6.45 a. m.
Lord's" by Monk. The Choir will
...
present the anthem. "In Joseph's
St. John the Baptist Episcopal Lovely Garden” by Dickinson, and
Church. Thomaston: Holy Com Mr. DeGroff will sing. "Gloria"
munion every Sunday at 8 a. m., by Bussy-Peccia.
The Church
preceded by morning prayer at School meets at 11 o’clock for
7.40 a. m. Sunday School every fellowship and study. The Youth
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except first Fellowship meets at 5 o’clock for
Sunday of the month. Morning business, worship and a program.
The Boy Scouts meet on Monday
Prayer and Family Service first
Sunday of each month for parents, night for their program and the
children. A warm invitation is Girl Scouts meet on Tuesday af
extended to everyone to attend ternoon for their Scout program.
this service. Communion break The Bible group will not meet this
fast at 9 a. m. each Sunday at week. Th» annual*/students' night
will be observed by the Church
Knox Hotel.
• • •
with a supper on Thursday night
by
the
Worship services for members sponsored
Woman .?
of The Church of Christ will be Society.
The hour will be 6
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in o’clock and Russell Abbott will
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock show a program of slides. MarStreet. Evangelist Dwaine Evans jorie MacFarland will be th-e
of Augusta wlll lead. All visitors chairman and Esther Graves is
the chairman of the dining room
welcome.
• • •
| committee. The Methodist mem
The Church of Jesus Christ of bers of the graduating class of
Latter Day Saints (Mormon) Rockland High School for 1957
holds
services every Sunday wjij be the guests. Notice the
morning at 10 in the Grand Army change in the night for this event.
Hall on Limerock Street. Every- The junior choir meets for re
one is welcome.
hearsal on Fiiday afternoon at 3
o’clock with Anne Davis direct
At the Congregational Church, ing. The senior choir will meet at
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor; 7 o’clock for their rehearsal. Mr.
National Christian College Day will DeGioff will be in charge.
; be observed with a sermon by the
pastor, "Equiped to Serve”. The
The South Thomaston Methodist
Junior Choir will sing at the 10.46 Church meets for worship at 3
service, with Lewis Pendleton di o’clock with the Church School
recting and Mrs. Glenice Farmer convening at 2 o'clock. The pas
as guest organist.
Miss Anne tor will preach on the theme,
Ladd will present an offertory “The Friendship of God". All
solo.
Church School classes will members of the parish are invited.
be held at 9 for 4 year olds through
. • o
high school, and at 10.30 for two
At the Universalist Church thc
year olds through grade 9. The regular service will be held Sun
Comrades of the Way will hold a day at 11 a. m. Rev. William J.
progressive supper, beginning at Robbins will preach and music

i fi’
Appointments for the week in
clude: Monday, Girl Scout Trocps
7. 15 at 3. Den Chiefs of Pack 203
at 4 in monthly training session.
| and Boy Scout Troop 205 at 7;
Tuesday, Girl Scout Trcops 1. 2
I at 3; and Board of Deacons at
7.30 in thc parsonage; Wednesday,
Choir rehearsal for "Thc Teen
ers" at 6.30, and the Adults at 7;
Thursday, Odds and Ends meet;
Friday, Junior Choir rehearses at
3.30.
• o •
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap
tist Church, Church School classes
meet on Sunday at 9.45 a. m.;
morning worship will be conduc
ed at 11 a. m. A guest speaker
sv.ll be in the pulpit in observance
i of pulpit exchange Sunday; carol
i choir will rehearse at 5.15 p. m.;
' Junior BYF will meet at 6 p. m.
in the vestry; Senior BYF wlil
meet at 6 p. m. in the Fidelis
Room; Evening Service will be
conducted by the pastor at 7.15 p.
m. The sermon subject will be,
"I Am the Ressurrection and the
Life.”
Troop 243 will meet Monday at
j 6.30 p. m.; prayer hour is at 7
p. m. on Tuesday followed byadult choir rehearsal at 8 p. m.;
, the final fellowship supper of this
year will be held at 6.30 p. m. in
i the vestry on Wednesday evening.
Next Sunday morning the Service
will be broadcast over WRKD.
• • •
At the Owls Head Baptist Church
morning worship, Sunday at 8.45
a. m.; Church School. 10 a. m.;
BYF, 6 p. m.; prayer, Thursday,
7.30 a. m.
• • •
The services of the First Bap
tist Church this Sunday will be
conducted by a guest preacher,
Rev. David L. Madeira, pastor of
the Barrington Baptist Church in
Barrington, R. I. He will preach
in the morning worship service at
10.45, and in the evening service
at 7, which is broadcast over
WRKD at 7.30.
The Church
School, which had a total of 449
present last Sunday, will have
i Bible study classes for all ages at
9.30.
Nursery care for small
children will be provided during
the morning service. The Senior
Ambassadors and Early Teen
agers wili have a combined meet
ing at 5.45 with Mr. Madeira as
special speaker.
Meetings during the week will
include the following: Colonist
Pioneer Girls on Monday at 6.30;
The Golden Hour of Prayer and
Praise on Tuesday at 7.30; on
Wednesday, the Pilgrim Pioneer
Girls at 3.30, the Explorers at 6.30,
the Boys Stockade at 7, and the
choir rehearsal at 7.30; the Junior
Ambassadors on Friday at 3.30;
and the Prayer Hour on Saturday
at 7.90. Th# annual meeting of
the ehnrch w!’’. he !-el;l oi W

at tea Thursday at 3 p. m. honor
ing Mrs. Jefferson Kimball. About
A CONCERT ON MAY 4
25 ladies of the Baptist Mission
Circue and church anod friends at
Grace Chapter of Eastern Star
Ernest Lippmann
tended. Mrs. Carrie Butler, presi
Violin
of Thomaston will present a con
dent of the Mission Circle, pre
James Keene
cert at the Federated Church Sat
sented a beautiful money corsage
Violin
Carl Webster
of jonquils, to the guest of honor
urday May 4. Appealing ’hat eve
’Cello
who has recently moved to Rock
ning will be Ethel Durant, pianist;
Violin Solo
aprice
Venoise
Kreisler port. Mrs. Harold Drewett. preai
Ernest Lippmann. violinist; James
James Keene
dcnt of the Ladies’ Circle, poured.
Keene. 14 year old violinist, and
Quartette
Mrs. Susie Oxton and Mis. Reta
Minuet
Boccherini ~ .
. .
_ ,
Carl Webster cellist.
By the Brook

Boisdeffre

Coburn were Present from Rock'

The concert which starts at S I
Ethel Durant
Ernest Lippmann
o’clock, will be open to the pub- ,
James Keene
lie and will be followed by a re- I
Carl Webster
ception and refreshments.
’Cello Solo
The group, known profess.on- Reverie
Dunkler
Carl Webster
ally as the Symnhonv Plovers,
Quartette
present the following program:
Bolero
Arbos
Trio
Ethel Durant
Allegro from the "C Minor Trio’
Ernest Lippmann
Beethoven
James Keene
Ethel Durant
Carl Webster
Piano
Master of ceremonies for the
Ernest Lippman
evening will be Rev. John B. S.
Violin
Carl Webster
Fitzpatrick. Grand
Patron of
’Cello
Eastern Star for Maine.
Violin Solo
Others serving on committees
Adagio 4 Allegro from the
Spanish Symphony
Lalo are:
Marguerite
and
James Keene
Welcoming:
’Cello Solo
Victor Hills. Worthy Matron and
Glazanow
Spanish Serenade
Patron of Grace Chapter.
La Fileuse — (The Spinner
Dunkler I Tickets; Leila Smalley and E.
Chanson Napolataine
Casella Roy Moss; programs; Nellie TibCarl Webster
bitts.
Trio
Ushers: Helen Studley. Frances
Excerpts from Sampson and
Delila
Saint Saens Lawry. Vinnie Benner and Isa
Ethel Durant
belle Shields.
Ernest Lippmann
Hostesses
of
Refreshments:
Call Webster
Norma Clark, Leola Rodamer.
INTERMISSION
Jean Butler, Phyllis Copeland.
Selections From Popular Favorites
Ella Andrews.
Quartette
Morning Mood and Anitra's
Dipping Punch: Helen Hallowell
Dance from the Peer G.vnt
and Lillian Fitzpatrick.
Suite
Grieg
Chairmen
of
the
concert:
Ethel Durant
Marian Blake and Priscilla Moss.
Piano

will be provided by the choir. The
Church School meets at the same
hour. A child-care service is pro
vided for parents with youngsters
of nursery age. Regular appoint
ments for the week include:
Brownie Pack at 4 and Boy Scout
Troop 203 at 7 on Monday; choir
rehearsal at 7.15 on Tuesday;
Brownie Pack, Thursday at 4.
The Tonian Circle meets Wednes
day at 7.30 at the home of Carleen
and Margaret Nutt, 144 Camden
street. On Friday and Saturday
the 129th annual meetings of the
Universalist Church of Maine will
be held in Portland.
• • •

Man’s God-given right of pro
gress will be emphas zed at
Christian Science services Sunday.
Scriptual readings in thc Les
son-sermon entitled, "Probation
After Death” will include the fol
lowing from Isaiah (9:2): "The
people that walked in darkness
have seen a great light; they that
dwell in the land of the shadow of
death, upon them hath the light
shined".
The following selection will be
among those read from "Science
and Health” with Key to the Scrip
tures" toy Mary Baker Eddy (233:1): "Every day makes its de
mands upon us for higher proofs
rather than professions of Chris
tian power. These proofs consist
solely in the destruction of sin.
sickness, and death by the power
of Spirit, as Jesus destroyed them.
This is an clement of progress,
and progress is the law of God,
whose law demand.- of us only
rt/it'ininlV fulfill
what we can certainly,
fulfill
Sunday services at 10 30 a. m..
Sunday School at 10.30 a' m. and
Wednesday night services Jjt 7.30.

VINALHAVEN

SPRING CLEANING TIME
I-et the Rockland Kiwanis Clnb
collect your old papers and maga
zines. Call Rockland 400.

Correspondent
Telephone 172

WARREN
MISS DORIS HYLER

Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Lloyd and
daughter Karen and Mr. and Mrs.
Ira McDonald have been on an
auto trip for the past week.
Mrs. Mary White was hostess to
the Mad Jems on Wednesday eve
ning. Lunch was served and a
most enjoyable evening passed.
Mrs. Annie Patrick and Mrs.
Maggie Leadbetter are visiting
with relatives in Lithonia. Ga.
Dennis Sprowl of Rockland has
been spending the past few’ days
with his grandparents, Capt. and
Mrs. Stillman Osgood.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tolman
and children have been on a trip
on the mainland for the past week.
Friends in town will be interested in learning that Walter Staple#, :
formerly of this town is a patient at the Maine Medical Center
in Portland.
Burnham and Morrill Plant in
Vinalhaven finished its work on
clams on Friday and will close
for a few’ weeks. Work will re
sume as soon as the fishing sea
son begins.
Mrs. Isabel Osgood and sons
visited in Tenants Earbor several
days this week with Mis. Beatrice
Ames. They also visited in Cas
tine on Tuseday and went on a
tour of the Academy Ship, State
of Maine.
School will begin again on Mon
day after a week’s vacation.
Mrs. May Davis was the guest
of honor at a family dinner party
on Tuesday, celebrating her birthday. Those present were: Mr.
and Mrs. Stuart Davis and child
ren. Miss Shirley Davis, Rennie
Davis and Mrs. Annette Wolfe.
Mrs. Davis received many nice
gifts including a birthday cake,
made and beautifully decorated by
Mrs. Louise Anderson.

The Prayer and Missionary Fel- *
lowship of the Church of God under the leadership of State Misj gjonary Evangelist. Rev. Arthur J

Church of the Nazarene. The
pastor will be speaking in another
church in Knox County. This it
Pulpit Exchange Day for the

Church Services

At the Baptist Church Sunday at
the 10 a. m. Worship Service,
there will be a guest preacher.
Church School at 11.10 a. m. Rev.
Sterling Helmer has taken for his
Sunday Evening Sermon subject,
“The Triumphant Christ”.
The
Bible Class will meet in the home
of MrT and Mrs. Virgil Hille,
Tuesday evening. The Mission
Circle will meet with Mrs. Sadie
Moody at an all day session Wednesday. The mid week prayer
meeting will be in the home of
Mrs. Jennie Kenniston Wednesday
evening.
Thursday will be the
Men's Forum and will be Ladies*
Night. A 6.30 supper followed by
a program. Alexander Hardie of
Camden will be the speaker.
Rev. John Morrison of the Fed
erated Church in Thomaston will
be the guest minister at the Sec
ond Congregational Church at thc
10.30 morning sendee. The an
them will be sung by the Junior
Choir.
Rev. Curtis C. Busby will be the
guest preacher at the Federated
church in Thomaston.
Saturday. May 4 will be the an
nual meeting of the church, there
with a centerpiece of yellow jon will be an afternoon and evening
meeting.
quils and lighted candles.

PATRICIA DUNCAN

At the Holy Trinity Lutht ran
Church. Thomaston, W. I. Ylonen,
pastor, confirmation class meeting
on Sunday at 4 p. m. with wor
ship (in English), 7 p. m. (Note
time).
• • •
At the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Highland street, pastor, Rev.
George Woodward, services are as
follows: Church School at 10 a.
m.; ordination service at 11 a.
m.; preaching at 7 p. m. Wednesday evening prayer service at
7 p. m.

B. Squires, will hold its initial ser
vice, Sunday at 2.45 p. m. at his
residence, at 85 North Main street.
...
A visiting minister will be
speaking Sunday morning at the

land.

Correspondent

49-51

East Liberty

The Riverside Class met, at the
Ida Q. McLain
Chapel Wednesday evening, with
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Philbrook
and Rev. and Mrs. Curtis Busby
Clarence Eldridge of Malden,
hosts. After the business meet Mass., is sipending several days
ing, a Scotch Auction was held. i at his farm here known as the
There will be a special meeting Snitter place.
of St. George Lodge. A. F.4A.M.
Walter Stevens who worked at
Monday. The Star will serve a Palm Beach, Fla., during the
6.30 supper. The Master Mason past winter has returned home.
Degree will be worked on one can
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Davis
didate.
visited Mrs. Evelyn Easterman in
The Tri-County Rural Letter Unity Saturday and found her
Carrier's Association and Auxili very ill.
ary will meet at the Masonic
_
,
~ . j
..
,
i Clement Quigg. wife and son
Temple. Saturday, May 4
The R chard Qf Augusta and
Star Circle will serve-a 6.30 banwood Pride, Jr., wife and six
There will be movies pre
children of Bedford, Mass., were
ceding the business meetings. Rus
Sunday callers on their aunt, Ida
sell Smith, the vice president,
I McLain.
and Roger Teague are com
Mrs. Lloyd Colby has returned
mittee on arrangements.
Mrs. Doris Jenkins, lecturer, from a hospital in Portland where
Mrs. Lucy Stimpson. Ceres, Mrs. she went for observation.
Mrs. Glenice Kershaw and
Pearl Gardner, Pomona, Mrs.
Mernie
Gordon.
Flora,
and daughter Melody are visiting at
Charles Stimpson, senior steward, the home of her parents, Mr. and
w’ere guest officers at White Oak
El win Adams.
Grange, Friday evening.
,
Mystery Circle will meet with
Mrs. Edna Moore Monday evening
Films Developed
with Mrs. Mildred Gammon, as-'
KNL.lRr.En
A
sisting hostess. The April birth
KX-JI.MltO PRINTS
IN ALRIMM
■ W® WT
days w’ill be observed.
I? EXF «<>«• — It EXF
Recent guests of Mr. and Mis.
KXP 31.66 — 36 KXP SI.75
— COLOR OKVELOPBD —
Robert Wyllie, were Mr. and Mrs.
s - tt - is kxp roli* si.ee
Westin of Winthrop, Mass,
26 KXP KOI.I> SI..Ml
36 EXP KOLIA 32.36
The Wylliea had as weekend
PI.H*e Remit With (oin Or Check
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Kermit
Bailley of Caribou.
DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Calderwood of
P. O. Box 546, Dept. A
BAR HARBOR, MAINE
Chelmsford,
Mass., were the
39-tf
weekend guests of his mother.

8

Th© Crest

Mrs. Kates Pleasantly Surprised
Mrs. Donald Estes was pleas
antly surprised on Thursday evening with a stol.k shower givPn in
_
her honor by her girls Sunday
School Class. The party was held
at the home of Miss Bobbie I-ou
Conway, one of the pupils, and
she was assisted by the remain
ing members of the class and
mother. Mrs. Ellen Conway.
Mrs. Estes received many lovely
gifts, which were presented to her
in^ gaily decorated dolls cradle.
Other decorations included tiny
crepe paper umbrellas.
Mra.
Estes was assisted in opening her
gifts by her three year old daugh
ter, Gay, who was charmed by
the whole event.
A lunch of sandwiches, cake,
coffee and punch was served from
an attractively decorated table,
members of the Knox County
Evangelical Ministers Fellowship,
The Sunday School starts at 9.45
a m- The Morning Worship hour
is at H o'clock. Young People's
meeting is at 6 p. m. The Evan
gelistic .Service is at 7 o’clock and
the sermon topic is " The Destiny
of Man According to the Bible”.
The mid-week prayer meeting is
Wednesday at 7 o’clock.
There
will be no Caravan meeting this
week due to the New England
Young People's Convention at
Bath, Monday and Tuesday.

PAPER DRIVE MAY 5.

Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home

cf Good I_ is/irYg:
comes to
hslew York
A

L

HOTEL

When in New York
Stop at the Finest
Manhattan's largest and most conveniently located hotel.
2500 outside rooms, all with bath and free radio - television
in meny. Direct tunnel connection to Pennsylvania Station.
All transportation facilities at door. Three eir-conditioned
restaurants including the famous Lamp Post Corner, Golden
Threed Cafe, and the popular Coffee House.
Singles
from

$7

Doubles

from

Suites

$|(J

$23

from
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New® and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

WRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST

Mrs. Warrene Barr. Mrs. Guy
Robbins and Mrs. Alvary Gay at
tended the Merry Meeting Section
Girl Scout meeting at Brunswick
on Thursday.

TEL

lM-fi

Greta Clarke of Mayflower Temple
will serve as Most Excellent Chief.
Girl Scout Troop 6 will meet
Monday afternoon after school at
the Girl Scout Ball.
Orient Lodge, AF&AM. will hold
a special communication Tuesday
evening at 7.30 at the Masonic
Temple for the purpose of exempli
fying the Fellow Craft degree on
three candidates. Refreshments
will be served.
The third and final clinic for
whooping cough, tetanus and diph
theria will be held Tuesday after
noon from 1.30 to 2.45 at the
Nurses Office at Watts Hall with
Dr. Lucy Spear in attendance as
sisted by the town nurse, Mrs.
Mary B. Gay Halliday.
At a combined meeting of the
Firemen and Williams - Brazier
Post, American Legion, the follow
ing committee was chosen for the
annual 4th of July celebration. Cochairmen, Arthur Henry and Har
lan Keyes; treasurer, Winfred Willianas; secretary, Robert Stackpole; parade committee, Hazen
Cook, Oliver Hahn and Robert
Stackpole.

MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24
Mrs. Lela Creighton has re
turned to Massachusetts, following
several months’ visit with rela
tives in town.
Philip Morine, Jr. is passing the
week with Mr. and Mrs. Dirk
Brown, Worcester, Mass.
Friendly B Club meets for the
evening tonight with Florence Calderwood.
The Finnish-American dance to
be given for the benefit of music in
the local schools, and sponsored
by the Woman’s Community Club.
American Legion and Auxiliary is
set for Friday, May 10, at the
Thompson Memorial Gym at 8
p. m. Advance tickets may be
purchased of Miss Isabel Abbott
or school children. Refreshments
of Finnish and American food will
be on sale. A list of committees
will be announced shortly.
Miss Bessie Thorndike received
severe burns Sunday, while at
tempting to control an out-door
fire which later, with help of pas
sers-by and friends was stopped.
A pre-school children’s Health
Clinic will be held Thursday, May
2 at 9.30 a. m. at the Methodist
vestry. All types of shots, vac
cinations and physical exams will
be given. Dr. Arnold Walker and
Mrs. Ada Ames. R. N. will be in
attendance. Committee for help
ing includes Mrs. Robert Farris,
Mrs. Henry Knight, Mrs. Curtis
Payson. Mrs. Willard Howard,
Mrs. Alex Hardie.
Rev. and Mrs. Earle Trask and
family visited Wednesday and
Thursday with relatives in Wilton.
Mrs. Helen Peck of Jefferson
was calling on Mrs. Margaret
Gleason Wednesday.
Owaissa 4-H Club met recently
The May 3rd meeting will be on
the grandstand at the Common
and the garden they are sponsor
ing by Susi-Belles Store will be
planted.
Mrs. Harriet Carroll and Mrs.
Mildred Burns left Wednesday to
visit relatives in Massachusetts.
Methodist Church services Sun
day, April 28, at regular hour only
on Daylight Saving Time.
The PTA meets Wednesday at
7.30 p. m. at the Community Build
ing. This is the annual meeting.
Mrs. Arlie Clark will be the speak
er. Musical selections by some of
the school band members will be
rendered. Refreshments commit
tee serving will be: Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Rus
sell Collins, Mr. and Mrs. David
Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hunt.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Peckham,
and Mrs. Bertha Darion.
Miss Rosamond Danforth is a
surgical patient at Knox Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacFarland, Mrs. Statie La wry and Arthur
Ingersol attended the banquet and
reception in Saco Tuesday honor
ing John Day of Philadelphia,
Penna., National Vice Commander
of the American Legion.
Miss Judy Hill has spent the
past week with her grandmother,
Mrs. Rose Battersby in Jackson
Heights, N. Y.
Mrs. Albert Welch and her sis
ter, Mrs. Helen Taylor of Old Or
chard Beach, are visiting relatives
in Calais.
Miss Bonnie Robbins spent
Thursday as guest of Mrs. Martha
Carter.
Mrs. Robert Stackpole and chil
dren, Susan and Robert, Jr., Miss
Patricia Hanson and Sherman Ver- ,
done visited
Mrs. Stackpole’s
mother, Mrs. Marjorie Verdone, in |
Worcester, Mass., for a few days.
Explorer Advisor Arthur Freider
and Explorer Scouts, George Fay,
Jr., and Noble Dorrie of Troop 246
(hurch Notices
of Tenants Harbor were guests of
Baptist Church Sunday School
Boy Scout Troop 215 Wednesday Sunday morning at 9 45 followed bv
night. Scoutmaster Gordon De- the service of worship at 11 with
Wolfe and committee chairman Rev. Chester Staples of the Little
Forest Stone with other members field Memorial Baptist Church of
of Troop 215 will attend and assist Rockland as guest speaker on this
in a Court of Honor at the Tenants exchange of pulpit Sunday. BYF
Harbor Troop Monday night.
meets at 6 o’clock with a guest
Cub Scout planning committee speaker followed by the evening
and Den Mothers met Thursday service at 7 o'clock with Rev. John
evening to make plans for the May B. S. Fitzpatrick bringing the
pack meeting. The theme will be message.
Monday, The World
“Firemen” and the pack meeting Wide Guild Girls meet at 7 o’clock
will be held at the Federated at the church. The Rockland Guild
Church on May 24.
Girls have been invited to be
Mrs. Clair McIntyre and son, guests.
A scavenger hunt has
Dalton, and Mrs. Arthur Siperell of been planned.
Wednesday the
Hartland, New Brunswick, Canada, Ladies Circle will meet at the
were overnight guests Thursday of church at 2 o’clock followed by a
Mrs. McIntyre’s nephew and niece, 6 o’clock public supper in the ves
Mr. and Mrs. Darold Hocking.
try. Thursday, prayer and praise
Ladies’ of St. James’ Catholic service at 7 o’clock.
Club met Wednesday evening and
Federated Church School Sunday
made plans for the annual sum
morning at 9.45 with Mrs. Karl
mer fair and supper to be held on
Stetson superintendent. Service of
July 24. Plans were made to hold
worship at 11 o’clock with Rev.
a cooked food sale on May 25.
Curtis Busby of Warren bringing
New tables are being purchased
the message. Solo by William T.
for the church hall.
Smith, Jr., “Holy City” by Adams.
Mrs. Carrie Smalley will be in
Anthem by the choir. “Wondrous
charge of the rummage and Mrs.
Cross” by Loucks. Senior Youth
Helen Hallowell in charge of the
Fellowship meets at 6 o’clock and
cooked food at the Wed-Co Club
Junior Youth Fellowship meets at
cooked food and rummage sale to
j 7. Wednesday, Boy Scout Troop
be held at the Baptist Church ves
215 meets at 7 o’clock. Saturday at
try Saturday beginning at 10
8 the Star Circle is presenting a
o’clock.
musical concert. A social recep
Mrs. Agnes MacAuliffe and Mrs.
tion
will follow.
Helen Lynch will be in charge of
Mass will be celebrated at St.
the cooked food sale Saturday
afternoon at Donaldson’s Paper James’ Catholic Church Sunday
Store at 2 o’clock by the members morning at 9 o’clock.
Morning prayer service at St.
of Ladies’ of St. James’ Club.
SPRING CIJ1ANING TIME
Members of Mayflower Temple, John’s Episcopal Church Sunday
I-et the Rockland Kiwanis Club
Pythian Sisters, and Arcana Lodge, morning at 7.40 followed by Holy collect your old papers and maga
Knights of Pythias, will attend the Communion at 8 o’clock. Sunday zines. Cull Roekiand 44)0.
Pythian Jubilee at Boothbay Har School at 10.30.
PAPER DRIVE MAY 5.
49-51
Sunday School at the Assembly
bor Saturday. Officers of Arcana
Lodge will open the jubilee. Mrs. of God Church Sunday morning at

Special Offer
MARCH 15TH TO MAY 4TH

FAMOUS

PYREX

AMOS SAMVEL YOUNG
Amos Samuel Young, 72, of
Vinalhaven. died Thursday at Ban
gor after a long illness. A fisher
man by trade, Mr. Young was born
at Vinalhaven, October 31. 1884. the
son of James M. and Lionie A.
Smith Young.
Surviving are a sister, Mrs^
Francis Young and a niece, Mrs.
Ethel Doughty, both of Vinalhaven.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Headley Funeral Home in Vinalhaven
with Rev. W’. S. Stackhouse officia
ting. Interment will be in John
Carver Cemetery, Vinalhaven.

ST. GEORGE
A meeting of the St. George
volunteer Fire Department Aux
iliary will be held to discuss
future plans to raise funds for the
ambulance. Any res’dent of the
town is welcome to jon. Meeting.
May 1 at 3.30 at the home of Meta
Holley.
Mr. and Mrs. John Holley have
returned home after spending two
months in Clinton. Tenn.
Cancer Drive Solicitors
Cancer Drive solicitors for St.
George District are: Mrs. Alfred
Hocking, chairman; St. George,
Gladys Gregory and Bonnie Greg
ory; Smalleytown, Hilda Wiley;
Long Cove, Irene Eaton; Willardham, Ann Monaghan; Spruce
Head. Evelyn
Archer;
Clark
Island, Cassie Mudgett.
Tenants Harbor District, Mrs.
James Cant, chairman; Tenants
Harbor. Elizabeth Lowell, Fannie
Makinen, Gail Makinen and Doris
Jacobson; Wallston. Lucille Wiley;
Harts Neck. Gwen Dowling; Mar
tinsville. Ethel Coffin, and Rachel
Routledge; Glenmere, Mary Keen.
Port Clyde District, Mrs. How
ard Monaghan, chairman; Hupper
Point, Elsie Hupper and Enid Mon
aghan; Main street. Verena An
derson and Phyllis Little-hale;
Marshal Point, Charlene Field;
Glenmere Road, Barbara Hupper.

DUTCH NECK

Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
and Mr. and Mrs. Ross
callers Sunday at
of Callie Rackllff’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Elwell
were dinner guests Easter Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerakl Small,
Ash Point.

were

THOMASTON, MAINE

ROC K L A M

DRIVE II
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10 o’clock followed by service of
For This Week
worship at 11, Rev. Robert Dickin
son, pastor. Christ Ambassador
Young People meet at 6 o’clock §LAST TIME SATURDAY NITE<
followed by evening service at 7
Eleanor Parker;
Wednesday evening service at 7.30 § Clark Gable
o'clock.
KING AND FOUR QUEENS"'
PLUS

Ginger Rogers
Michael Rennie^
"TEEN-AGE REBEL"

RECUIARIY S3.SO

SPRING CLEANING TIME
Let the Rockland Kiwanis Club
collect your old papers and maga
zines. Call Roekiand 418).
PAPER DRIVE MAY 5.
49-51

Uestin^housc

Camden Theatre

UNIVERSAL Hea»y Dull WORKMAN’S

Lunch Kit
in

“Cordovan"

MOW

finish
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LAUNDRY
BASKET

TONY

in Newtonville, Mass., has re
opened her home here for the
summer months.
Mrs. Robert Hawks of Weston.
Mass., is spending several weeks
at the home of her daughter. Mrs.
Parker Simmonds and family.
M rs. Herbert Geele returned to
Vernon, Conn., with her daughter
and son-in-law on Sunday, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry McCann, and will
be their guest for the next two
weeks.
Mrs. Mvrna Benner of Randolph
was an Easter guest at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Linwood
Miller and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Turner of
Portland were Tuesday guests of
their cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Mer
ton Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Benner at
tended Easter Sundry morning
Church service at the North Wal
doboro Methodist Church.
Mrs. Marion Olson and daugh
ter. Miss Helen Small, were busi
ness visitors in Boston several
days recently and also visited at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Colvin and family at Luneniberg
Mass.
Mrs. Belle Hall of Damariscotta
and her daughter. Mrs. Irene
Perry of Rumford, were recent
guests at the home of Mr. and
Mis. Claude Miller and Charles
Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Smith of Roekiand were Easter
Day guests at the same home.
About 75 attended the Easter
service at the Dutch Neck Chapel
on Sunday evening when the child
ren of the Sunday School gave a
concert under the direction of
Mrs. Marjorie Miller and Mrs.
Sarah Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Stahl of
Damariscotta were recent even
ing guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Stahl.
Mrs. Parker Simmor.ds and in
fant son have returned ’rom the
hospital at Boothbay Harbor.

4-H Doings

LOHDVILLE

The mothers' meeting of the
Warren Wonder Workers was held
at the home of Nancy and Jean
Starrett. At roll call each mem
ber answered on what they have
done on their project since the last
meeting.
A question and answer period
was held with Mrs. Hazel Gam
mon.
The
following demonstrations
were given: Cynthia Wotton, Daily
Basic Seven; Grace Lehto, Hem
ming a skirt using the 4-H stitch;
Diane Lunden, Mending a glove;
Jean Starrett, Making an Easter
favor; Nancy Norwood and Nancy
Starrett, Modelling a blouse and a
dress; piano solos, Jean Starrett,
Diane Lunden and Grace Lehto.

(Continued from Page Four)
making, kerchief and draw string
bag; Jeffrey Weymouth, electric
quiz board and key holder; How
ard Hunt, wooden candle holder
and key holder; Bohby Whittier,
key holder, chocolate cake, and
electric lamp; Richard Heald,
wood carving, curtain and birds;
Melvin Dorr, end table and key
holder.
Linda Nash and Bobby Whittier
served cake and Mrs. Maurice
Nash brought flavored milk, and
♦he Grange served ice cream.
Warren

Two judging contests were held
at the last meeting of the Diligent
Dozen. Carlene Oxton won the
kerchief and Patty Norwood and
Patty Henry the good grooming.
Daphne Teague gave out the
songbooks the club has just
bought.
Thomaston

"A thank you note was received
from the Hyde Memorial Home for
the scrapbooks, dolls, and toys
we gave them,” reports Jacque
line Harjula, secretary of the
Cheerful Homemakers.
Patterns were put on their cloth
and garments cut out.
Camden

Martha Libby, Sally Hurlburt.
and Susan Masalin gave a derttonstration on how to pack a lunch
at the recent meeting of the SubTeeners.
Mrs. Mitchell, leader,
showed how to fill out account
sheets.
Barbara Wilbur and Rebecca
Waterman are on the refreshment
committee for next time.
Camden
After the regular business meet
ing of the Pine Club the members
made plans for their parents’
night.
Dresses for the style show were
worked on.

!

Patricia Gifford and John Prior
are at their parents’ homes here
for a week’s vacation from their
schools at South Bristol and Wind
ham.
Lettie Prior is at home after a
visit with her son and family, the
Thomas Priors, at Hamden. Conn., I
and a visit with her daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. George
Hoyt at Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland
have returned to their home here
after spending the winter in Wal
doboro.
Erville Palmer and son Ray-'
mond who have been in Farming- j
ton for several months are now
living in one part of Sherbon j
Carter’s home.
Mrs. Viola Poland entertained
several at her home on Marsh
Island last Friday. Among her
dinner guests were Mrs, Grace
Carter who hadn’t been to Marsh
Island for several years and her
two daughters,
Mrs.
Dorothy
Murphy and Mrs. Gladys Gifford,
all of Loudville. All enjoyed a
happy time with Mrs. Poland.
Mrs. Evelyn Gifford and son
Gerald are visiting her sister and
family, the Paul Graffams, at
Bath for a few days.
Patricia and Alice Gifford were
overnight guests of the William
Halls at Round Pond on Saturday.
School has closed here for the
Easter vacation.
Master Stephen F. Carter is
spending his vacation with the
Derrell Hysoms in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cirone of
Addison are guests of the Cecil
Priors this weekend.

Union

0

15 specially placed
steam vents mean easier,
faster, better irohing!

CukmaScof£

Read The Courier-Gazette

PHONE 409

■

Sunday

• Open meih ti
fer ven
tilation — solid bottom
• Wondersoft plastic finish
will not mar or scratch

• ■oiled rim for eosy
carry iny

HARDWARE WEEK

<0 AO

SPECIAL

R»> $3.49

HELEN FALEf
Correspondent
Tel Temple 3-9964

Sunday services at the Metho
dist Church will include the church
school at 9.30 under the direction
of Elmer Jameson. The morning
worship service will he at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Margaret Wilson will be
guest organist. Rev. James Busch
of Boston University, School of
Theology will be guest speaker
and will deliver the sermon. The
fellowship groups of Friendship
and Cushing will meet together at
5.30 at the church.
Rev. Mr.
Busch will be their guest and he
will lead their discussion on "The

;

— DAN CEEVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Spruce Head Community Hall
8.30 - 12.00

Admission 50c
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ENDS SATURDAY
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Sunday continuous from 3.0(1

Monday-Tuesday 6.30-8.30

"BEST THINGS IN LIFE
ARE FREE"
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FRIENDS
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A CURE FOR
SPRING
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Race Issue In America.” At 7
p. m. the evening hymn sing is
planned with Rev. Mr. Busch
leading. Won’t you make every
effort to attend service this Lord’s
Day.

3 to 10.30

BOOK...

FOUR BIG DAYS

Elvis Presley
get *25 to *1500 in

1

DAY

A sure-cure for expenses from Auto Repairs •
Tires • Paint • House Repairs • Clothing • or

Scott Brady and Rita Gam
"MOHAWK"

any other seasonal expense, plus unpaid bills. You’ll
find a sensible plan for any desire or emergency.
IIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL UFE INSURANCE COMPANY

SERVE YOUR MEALS

Sove Timo — p/>one Ufor* coming in.

ON WHEELS!

In ROCKLAND:

OPENING DANCE

359 Main Street

• Unbreakable ; olyethylenc

ag-proof,

Friendship

K N 0 X ’iin ^cn'^ii£s

20" diameter, io" high
• lightweight,
edor'eit

Hope
Mrs. Joye Pearse, leader of the
Hopeful Homemakers showed the
members how to shape 4-H rolls,
clover leaf, parker house, and cin
namon rolls at their last meeting
Margaret Carr is going to show
the younger girls how to cut out
dolls’ clothes.

w —

PLUS

eoio»^o,iu»

Appleton

The Appleton Boosters voted to
have an Easter Lily parade for the
crippled children.
The older girls worked on their
dresses. The second year girls on
their aprons, and the first year
girls on their drawstring bags.
St. George
The St. Georgettes discussed
about going to the Cathedral in the
Pines. Decided to sell cookies and
have food sales to raise money.
Voted to make a tape for the
radio . program. Next meeting,
April 29, Mrs. Gwendolyn Cook is
their leader.
Rockland
The Sananjueca 4-H Club held
their parents’ meeting at the home
of Carol Cross. Demonstrations
were given by: Jeanne Call, How
to cut a pattern; Judith Peterson,
How to fringe a napkin; Carol
Cross, How to hem a skirt; Marilyn
Russell, How to frost cupcakes;
Sandra Peterson, club scrapbook.
Mrs. Russell volunteered to
check the dresses for the style
and help the members with them.

(Continued from Page Four)
plan is to control at least half'of
them.
The vastness of such an enter
prise is almost unbelievable. The
buildings, machinery, personnel
would rank with the biggest busi
nesses in the country. In a way,
every poultry farmer would be a
stockholder and at the same time
his farm would be an intetgral part
of the operation.
While each farm would be an
independent enterprise, it would
be controlled by the Plan as far as
number of birds were concerned
and the farmer would be required
to sell ICO per cent of his eggs to
the co-operative.
At present there is no poultry
and egg* co-op in Maine, so the
first one would probably he lo
cated in Knox County, the hub of
Maine’s table egg industry.
I
think it possible that a move in
this direction will not be long ‘n
coming if other New England co
ops favor the Plan.
How about all the vast machin
ery already set up for marketing
eggs in this country. From the
poultryman’s viewpoint, this sys
tem is not working well at all.
Sure, it is taking all the eggs of
fered. but that is not enough.
Poultrymen feel as a whole that
the fixed markup on eggs is keep
ing retail eggs too high. They
want to see the stores give the
consumer a break so as to move
the surplus eggs faster.
Presumably there will be oppo
sition to the Fletcher plan from
the present marketing organiza
tions. This might he healthy as
far as the poultryman is concern
ed. Even if the plan did not go
through, it might cause some
needed adjustments in favor of
the egg producers.
It seems to me that egg pro
ducers will do well to follow the
progress of the Fletcher plans
very closely. It's big in fact gig
antic. but at the same time it is
aimed directly at giving the egg
producer a break and that’s
something that we have got to
have.

Waldoboro
The members of the Pine Cone
Club completed the program they
will have for the radio some time
in the near future. They will make
a tape recording.
For subject matter they learned
how to make button holes.
Punch and cookies were served

"LOVE ME TENDER"

louobrTgida

The community project of the
4-H Highlanders is to pick up
trash along the road in their com
munity. They will begin this May
4.
Charles Hunt, Jr., gave a flannelgraph talk on “Mrs. Ant—the All
American Pest".
The girls worked on their sewing,
and the boys worked on a play
they are to give later.

Poultry Notes

Richard Todd^

"D-DAY, 6TH OF JUNE"
and
^Dan Dailey and Sheree Norths

J
5

Jefferson

At the last meeting of the Mea
dow View, Ronnie and Dennis Luce
brought in a safety report they
made of their home. Danny
Danforth brought in a soil conser
vation poster.
The members all worked on their
woodworking project.
The Sunny Bake girls with their
leader, Mary Helen Hardie, went
on a tour to a bakery plant. After
the tour demonstrations were
given: Mardie Hardie, Setting the
Table; Zoa Hawes, Milk Drinks; Z
Cheryl Hawes and Anita Carroll, 5
How to separate an egg.
The members cleaned up the
kitchen after the meeting.

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

> Robert Taylor

by Lorraine Denomme and Nancy
Walter. Mrs. Ella Benner is lead
er of this group.

Warren

LANCASTERCURTIS

$13.95 with old IRON
1/GHTfN WASHDAY CHORES

Friday One Show at 7.15
Saturday at 2.00-6.30-8.30
Sunday at 3.00-7.15
HfCMf ANO LANCASHf

Regularly
$3.3*

"TVreaZze.

Your Program

Herbert Simmons of the Rock
land Awning Co. now has the tele
phone installed in his shop on
Rockland street. The number is
1036-M.
50* tf

Range-top
Percolator

your church and you*

Mrs. Addle Wotton and the
Misses Marilyn and R ta Wotton
were business visitors in Rockland
on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute at
tended the Easter Sunday morn
ing service in Lewiston, at the
Methodist Church where a former
pastor from here, Rev. Robert
Plummer is the present pastor.
They also called on Mrs. Plummer
and infant son, after the service.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Vanderpool
and Peter Vanderpool of Lewiston
were Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Davis and
family.
Mrs. Lilia Crosby, who has
McKellar, been spending the winter months
McKellar
of Warren
the home

SPRUCE HEAD

STUDLEY HARDWARE

When making out your will re

■ember
»Hpltal

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

LAKEHURST
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Phone: 1720
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Saturday, May 4th
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DORE SCHARY

ENDS SATURDAY - 1.30 - 6.30 - 7.45
"SPOILERS OF THE FOREST"

plus

"HELL'S CROSSROADS"

OP ROCKLAND
FORAAWLT

RUR11C

EOAH

CORPORATION

OR ROCKLAND

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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; were weekend guests of Mr. and
' Mrs. Harlan Black at New Lon
don, Conn., and Mr. and Mrs.
HRS HENRY ALLEN
' Colby Killoch at Rye, N. Y.
Correspondent
Telephone M
Miss Janice Widdecomb of Rock
land is a guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Keam-y Raymond Jacobson for a week.
have returned to Quincy, Mar--.,
A child Health Conference will
after spending the weekend at be held at St. George Elementaly
their summer home.
School on April 29 at 9.30 a. m.,
The senior class of St. George where children under school age
High School are enjoying a trip to will be examined by a physician
Washington, D. C. They were a- Dr. Harry Tounge of Camden.
companied by Mr. and Mrs. True with the public health nurse in at
Hall.
tendance. Vaccinations and in
Mrs. Florence Mathews and noculations for tetanus, diph heria,
granddaughters. Susan and Nancy | whooping cough and folio will be
All parents are invited
Shorter of Belmont, Mass., are en- offered
joying a visit at their summer to bring their children.
home.
Auxiliary News

and Mrs. Gordon Best of Arling rows. There were 26 members
1'
ton, Va.
present and Mrs. Dorothy Sprague Owls Head
ROCKPORT
Arlene Woodward is ill at her and Mrs. Willa Stevens were coMRS. FRANCIS DYE
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
home with tonsillitis.
hostesses. The baskets were deco-1
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
Correspondent
Mrs. Vinie Johnson, Sharon rated in baby colors and baby pic-,
Telephone 285-Ml
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone CEdar 6-3592
Watts. Mrs. Adelaide Pettegrove tures.
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Watte, moThe meeting was conducted by
Mr. and Mrs. Dell Marcoux and
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
Mrs. Olive Sylvester was dinner tored Monday to Machias to attend Miss Marion Upham and Mrs. daughter. Anita, of Waterville,
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 rents
each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
guest Easter of her son and a surprise birthday party for Doris Graffam led in devotions. It Sam Fredette and Mr. and Mrs.
words to a line.
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs,
Johnson's father, Uriah was reported that Mrs. Juanita Emile Fredette of Lac Megantic,
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called. I. e„ advertisements
Clifford Sylvester. Camden.
Smith, who is celebrating his 87th Colby has a baby boy. Frank P. Q.. Canada, were supper gueets
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
Mrs. Louise Holbrook flew home birthday at his home. The party Parker, born Tuesday, April 23 of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Wednesday after visiting her was 6‘ven by his granddaughter, at the Camden Community Hospi-Monday night,
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
daughter and son-in-law, M/Sgt. Mrs Austin Armstrong.
tai. It was also reported that Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Seagraves,
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
—----- — ,.,
Mrs. Alice Clark, who has been Sara Pendleton was recuperatinug son Robert, and daughters Lynn
No classifies -ds will be accepted without the cash and no book
Was very attractively attired in
of her niece and family. Mi
at the Maine Medical Center in an(j gUe, of Fall River, Mass.,
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
the native costume. At the re- and Mra' Orlls Bu,ns for the Past Portland.
Refreshments were have been at their cottage at Henas received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
freshmen! table each girl received month, returned Monday to her served and the centerpiece was a drickson's Point the past week.
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
doll and baby shoes.
a favor of a Honduras flag. Am home in Stockton Springs.
Mrs. Evelyn Ross and Miss
Line.
Mrs.
George
Grey,
Sr.,
is
visiThose
present
were:
Mre. Beryl Borgerson ieturned Monday
brosia
and
sandwiches were
Mrs. Mild: ed Waldron ting for ten days wdth Mr. and Blanche Wentworth. Mrs. Madge from Boston where they had moMr. and Mrs. Haze’ton Mc
April 14 was Pan American Day S'i*ved.
was
a
sipecial
guest. Mrs. Sarah Mrs. Bruce Grey, New London. Hickland. Mrs. Barbara Wood- tored on Sunday accompanied by
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Laughlin and three children of and Honduras was the subject
Conn.
ward
Mrs. Beatrice Phillips, Miss Kay Ross and Miss Cynthia
Stoneham. Mess., and Mr. and chosen. Mrs. Lueienne Wood was Cha pies gave a reading entitle d,
ELEC, stove for sale, good cond.. USED Fairbanks Morse Water
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Edwards of Mrs. Doris Graffam. Mrs. Faye Palmer, students at Mansfield
“
Why
Worry
”
.
A
joint
installa

Mrs.
Archie
McLaughlin
of
Rock

chairman of the program and
Robert Hall, Kossuth St., THOM Pump (piston type) for sale with
Auburn were Easter guests of Mr. Daueett. Miss Elizabeth Daucett,
Beauty School, who had spent the
ASTON, TEL. 98-12.
50 52 motor and 40 gal. tank, *35 Also. land were recent guests of Mr gave a very interesting talk on tion for our 1957-19.58 officers is and Mrs. Albert Baker.
Mrs. Francis Berry. Mrs. Charholiday weekend at their homea
Reo power lawn mower, $35. R 0. and Mrs. Wallace McLaughlin in the country. She made a map and being planned for May 16.
UPRIGHT Piano for sale, in PENNEY, Cushing.
The Rockport Thimble Club had Iotte Farley. Mrs. Bernice Farrow, here.
51‘53 observance of their 46th wedding
good condit.on. CALL 433-R.
described the climates and pro
a covered dish dinner Tuesday Mrs. Dorothy Young, Mrs. Dorothy
SFRING CLEANING TIME
FOR SALE
anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth VanFleet
50*52
ducts grown there. Mrs. Wood
noon at the home of Mrs. Blanche Sprague. Mrs. Dorothy Crockett, j
Let
the
Rockland
Kiwanis
Club
Several litters of AKC Re.
Miss Ruth Lantz of New Britian,
of Greenbelt, Md.. were holiday
TWO Parlor Sets for sale, $30 cocger Spaniel Pups, Blacks, Buffs
collect your old papers and maga Carver with Mrs. Gladys Maker Mrs Carolyn Sims. Miss Marion weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
each; also, 2 near new beds. anj Parti-colored. Males and Conn., was a guest Sunday of Mr
SERVICES
as co-hostess. Mint cups and Upham. Mrs. Marjorie Dodge,
zines. ( all Rockland 400.
springs and mattresses. $20 each; Females. Fall Prices. Make win and Mrs. Philip Phillips and
Ellery Nelson.
2 parlor sets, $20 each; several derful gifts. Pick your pup while family.
PAPER DRIVE MAY 5.
49-5! Easter eggs were used for favors. Mrs. Lucille Hall. Mrs. Beatrice
BUILDING
Construction
and
Re

Mrs. L. B. Collinson of Brook
overstuffed chairs, $8 each; divan- I have a supply on hand. Home
The meeting was opened by the Richards. Mrs. Helena Kenney,
Miss Carolyn Smith is a guest modeling; also inside finish and
line, Mass., and J. C. Keith of
ola, $20.
HARVEY GURNEY, mornings to 1 p. m.
president.
Mrs.
Evelyn
Crockett.
Mis.
Susie
Ausplund,
Mrs.
Banette
cabinet work wanted. WILLIAM LOST AND FOUND
Union.
50*52
of Miss Lorraine Carlson of Wor
Wollaston, Mass., were recent
REED'S COCKER KENNELS
LEHTINEN.
Long
Cove.
St
I Greetings were read from two a.b- Bagley. Mrs. Ruth Erickson,
61 Pearl Street
Camden, Maine cester, Mass.
I guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
George. Tel. Tenants Harbor 11-3.
BROWN Rim Glasses in blue J sent members. Miss Katherine!
Cancer Drive Tuesday
_____________ 51*56
51*53 case lost in the vicinity of McLain j Hamilton of Brunswick and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen, ac
I Fish.
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham, Jr.,
TOOL Shed for sale, built Fall companied by Mr. and Mrs. Harry , LAWNS Raked and Mowed now School and Masonic Street, last j
Midshipman Paul Ross of the
Gladys
Wilson,
who
left
recently
j
chairman
of
Rockport
Cancer
1956; new materials, $50
TEI,. Stewart and daughter of Cornish, through October. City limits. Con- week. Reward. Call at 42 MA
Maine Maritime Academy spent
Camden CEdar 6-3711.
51'53 .. . ______________
___ ' ta< t R S. JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane. SON IS STREET or Tel. 661 51-53 to stay for the summer in Crie- Drive announced that the drive
haven. Those present were: Mrs. will start Tuesday. Solicitors will the holiday vacation at the home
49*67
1951 CHEVROLET green 4 door
REAL ESTATE
!T"'S“
sedan for sale, power glide, 27.895
LAND Surveying and Ma.pping. BOATS & MOTORS Elia Russell. Mrs. Gladys Maker, be: Glen Cove. Mrs. Shirley Bar , of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
miles. Only one owner and driver.
Call S. F. BEAL. 110 North Main
Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell, Mrs. Eve bour and Mrs. Donald Kelsey; Frank Roes, Sr.
WALDOBORO
51-S-54 Must be sold for cash to settle
street, Tel. 1027-M.
46 51
14 FT. Lapstrake Dory Skiff for lyn Crockett, Charlie Crockett,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Parsons
Three
Story
Warehouse
with
Mrs. Stuart Farnham,
SPECIAL OFFER!
estate. $8C!) or best offer. .MERsale. Excellent cond. DUNN & and Mrs. Carver. After the meet-1 Rockport.
RIPLEYS
i’s’ ciare^e Leonard. Jr', Mrs. of Everett Ma$s. are at their
$20 Trade-in on $89.95 Special De- TON JOHNSON. Howe Hill. Cam- Railroad Siding for sale. Building — Home Rug Washing Service — ELLIOT, Thomaston.
50-52
luxe Fully Equipped Lightweight den. Tel. ROger 3-4177.
51-53 measures 81x31'. A few minutes
ing tea and cookies were served. Kniil Erickson
Mrs
Herbert cotta8e at Crescent Beach for the
Now is the time to think about
IX)BSTER Boat for sale, 30 ft.
Bicycles. Large selection of balBALED Hay for sale; also. 2 from Route 1. Good roof and an
spring cleaning.
CAI^L 940-K if long. 9 ft. wide, draws 3 ft. water, The club will meet next Tuesday ' Hoche M„ E, win Sprague. Mrs. I ’Pason'
abundance
of
utility
water.
Con

loon and middlewights. Light- used 7:50-20 truck tires. YV. L.
Pl.ed Leland. Miss Elizabeth Dau-1 Students from here who have
P. L. Spofford. Realtor, you want your carpets and fu.nl- Also new 4 cyl. Chris-Craft engine, with Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
weights start at $41.95. HASKELL OXTON. West Rockport Tel. Cam- tact
Deborah Kelley, who has beenj cptt Mrg RobP,t Berry. Mrs. Al- becn on ,he Washington trip of the
ture cleaned and mothproofed 2 to 1 reduction. TEL. 30-VV4. 50*52
AND CORTHELL. Camden Maine, den CEdar 6-3961.
51-53 TEmple 2-5270 or 2-9965. Waldo
All Mork
boro, Maine.
51-53 right in your home.
LIBERTY Type Pleasure Boa* visiting at the home of Mr. and! thur Stone. Mrs. Harold Hall. Mrs. Rockland High School senior class.
______________________________ 50-tf
WOOLEN Braided Rugs for sale;
45-tf
CABINS and-COFFE"~SHOP on guaranteed.
for sale. Good boat for all the Mrs. Louis Cash, returned Monday Ewald Wolters. Mrs. Ralph Mars this week are Peter Ross, Charles
Strawberry Plants For Sale
also, new woolen materials for
I^AYVN Mowers Sharpened, also ianilly.
R. S. GREGORY. Owls to her home in Belfast.
Howard 17. Catskill and Sparkle hooking, braiding. Rugs made to Route 1 for sale. Each with 2 rms
ton, Mrs. Stephen Lawton, Jr., P°*>arts and Alfred St. Ciair.
j .and bath. Completely equipt. Ex- scissors.
knives.
chisels
and Held. Tel. 1162-J.
50 52
from virus free stock; also Mon- order. MRS. WALTER MATSON,
Monday evening. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Harrison Arthur, Mrs. Ken-j Mrs. Nina Perry and Miss AdeI cellent view of the sea. Price i planer blades; and welding and
mouth. Maine 55 and Orland. State Star Route. Thomaston. Maine
Russell Upham entertained at a neth Wentworth. Mrs. Vernon Ken- laidp Dam°n were overnight vl»lzing. BERT'S MACHINE
51 53 $11,003. SECURITY REAL
inspected. $2.50—100 or $16—1.000.
EGGS & CHICKS dinner party in honor of Mrs. Up ley. Mrs. Frank McDonnell, Mrs. tors recently in Deer Isle, Mrs.
i ESTATE CO . Dorothy Dietz, Office , pnoP. 11 Bayview Square, Tel.
COD orders filled. LEROY LUCE.
1957 WILLY3 Station Wagon for across from Village Green, Cam- 13S3-W.
40-tt
Washington, Tel. 9-14.
sale. 4 wheel drive. Mileage 6.0C0. den. Phone CEdar 6-2117 or 6STARTED Sex-link Pullets for ham’s birthday. Those present Henry Bohndell Mrs. William Ler Perry staying with her sister, Mrs.
WILL (.o ANYWHERE!
49‘67 A M. CHARLTON. Damariscotta 3977.
51-lt !
sale. 100 hatched Feb. 28: 400 were Mrs. Bertha Cox. Mr. and mond. Mrs. Edward Ausplund, Vinda Sylvester and Miss Damon
i
For inside or outside painting, hatched March 7. Also a few small Mrs. Richard Hocking. Mr. and
Mills. Tel. DAM. 449-11.
51 «3
Mrs. Howard Jones, Miss Shirlene with her sisters. Miss Anna Da
i also paper hanging. Call FRANK lots of surplus chicks at reduced
Venetian Blin<ls-Wind' w Shades
s97n\
mon and Mrs. Emma Eaton.
i BRIDGES, JR. The best of work prices — up to 10 days old at Mrs. Cushman Blethen, Leola Heath.
Made To Fit Your Windows
i fully guaranteed.
Tel. Rockland day-old price. BYRON MILLS, Stoffil, Sandra Upham.
Sutrmer Cottages
Miss Sylvia Raynes, who is em
Girl
Senate
On
Hike
All
Styles
and
Colors
I TRACTORS
1
| 1624-R.
39-tf Waldoboro, Maine, Tel. TEmple 2The Methodist Church choir met
Free Estimates — Call
Homes and Farms
The Girl Scouts, Lone Troop No. ployed in Waltham, Mass., spent
V W S. Pillsbury ft Sor /
9334.
49-tf Tuesday evening at the home of 1. went on a hike Wednesday with
Tel. 93P
^0,^a.v with her parents, Mr.
< ARPENTER AND BUILDER
House Lots and
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
They have 16 girls and two leaders. Some of ant^ ^Is- Alton Raynes.
CLEMENTS CHICKS - Rugged Mra. Amy Miller.
k vii i h
"t 579-589 Main St. Rockland, Maine
ARVO G. SALO
Business Opportunities
"Maine-Brod” to live better, pro started to rehearse on Mothers’ the girls met at the Town Hall and
Mr' and Mra- Charles Wotton
136-S-tf
__ 51-S-54
\ Experienced Carpenter and Builder (luce better. Red-Rocks (Black Day and Memorial Day music.
then proceeded to the home of *la'e returned from a month's vaHARTLEY
S.
SAVAGE
Pullets).
White
Leghorns,
Reds
§
TEL. R(M KI.AND 141-R
1952 FORD Tudor for sale. Main “SECOND Hand Crawford Kitchen
Miss Virginia Ulmer, a sopho Mrs. Madge Hanna where the reg- ca'*on *n Florida,
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Golden Crosses for laying flicks
line. 6 cylinder, R&H. PAUL SEA- Stove with oil burners and h. w.
Open For Any Type of Work
49'- Willow Street, Tel. 1046 \
more at Rockport High School, re ular meeting was held in the back
^Pv' and Mrs. Charles Fuller
White
Rocks
for
broilers
and
coi!
for
sale,
good
condition.
Also.
VEY, Owls Head. Tel. 285-W2. 49-tf
ESTIMATES FREE
50-52 5
eggs.
Golden Cros.1 turned home Tuesday from having yard.
and dau8'hter. Marilyn, of Ham■J “COMPLETE Stork of "Are and £CJ‘pe\
J.™’
43-45-S-tf hatchinR
— Cockerels for broilers. Maine her tonsils out at the Camden
Gas Welding Supplies. MORRIS TEmple . 9905. (.ERTP.t DE^ . IMThe meeting was conducted in den' Conn- hav® been vacationing
FREE INSPECTION
U. S. Approved Pullorum Clean
GORDON & SON, Roekland.
MONS, Bradsford Road. Fri°
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool Prices reasonable — write CLE Community Hospital.
the following order by the presi9,lst week at their cottage at
_
49-tf
Mr anil Mrs. Richaid Kelle> I ,jcn, Arleigh Berry: Salute to the Hendrickson’s Point.
cleaned and repaired, reasonable. MENT CHICKS. INC.. Route 33
TO LET
BUSINESS for sale, Beer anil
Free estimate. 24 hour service. Winterport. Maine.
(A and infant daughter, Cathy Anne. R1.(g Th(, Gir, Sl.out p,cdK„ an„
Variety Store. Excellent location
FOR RENT
Tel. ROCKLAND 8680 .
33-tf
SPRING CLEANING TIME
who have been with her parents,' j ws. a report from the secre
in Camden. Price reasonable. Tel. 1
HOSPITAL Beds, Folding Wheel
ls>t the Roekland Kin-ante Club
Mr. and Mis. Louis Cash, for the
CAMDEN CEdar 6-9315.
49’54
WANTED
Chairs. Tel. 9.39. UNITED HOME
tary and ti'easurer.
past few’ weeks returned to their I After the meeting the Girl collect your obi papers and maga21” TV Console for sale. Excel,
SUPPLY CO., 579-589 Main St.,
FOR
MALE HELP WANTED
* ,• r HEADQUARIERS
'
", JQ '
•ines. Call Roekland 400.
cond. Reasonable. Tel. 407-M or [
home in Belfast Tuesday.
j Roekland. Maine.
12-S-tf
Scouts followed a trail planned and
Full or part time. Earn $50 to
161 LIMEROCK STREET.
49*51
Mis. Mildred Rhodes is confined! marked by Susie Hanna. The trail PAPER DRIVE MAY 6.
THREE and Four Room Apart
49-51
GENUINE
PARTS
$100 per week in your raare tim
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
ments to let overlooking Rockport
to her home with illness.
selling
the
famous
Nationally
ad

was
marked
with
cherry
oats,
the
WINDOWS & DOORS FOR SAI.E
Harbor; also, one 3 room furnished
Henry Tominski became a P3' destination was to the Flat Rock PLEASANT POINT
‘FACIORY APPROVED SERVICE
vertised EAGLE-PICHER Alumi
ANTIQUE Rocker, rape design, apartment. HASKELL & CORTop quality (NEWCO Mark V)
num combination windows and tient Tuesday at the Mae Murray where they ate their lunch. On
for
sale,
perfect
cond,
ALICE
THELL.
Camden.
50-52
trinlo track. The window with a
Mr. and Mrs. William Parenteau
PAUK SlKEET MUTUKS, INE
doors.
No investment required Nursing Home.
reputation,
sold and Installed, FERNALD, Tel. 986-W.
5(152
SMALL Ground Floor Office to
the hike a nature hunt was car- of Green called on Mr. and Mrs
68
Park
St.
Tel.
700
For
further
information
write
or
factory to you by Kenniston Bros.
CORN and bean Planter for let at 21 Limerock Street, avail
Mrs. Elmer L. Keller of Rock
lied out with the girls divided into Kenneth Sevon recently,
Roekland, Maine
phone EAGLE-PICi TER DISTRI
Exclusive Knox County Distribu sale; also garden seed planter; able May 1st. TEL. 1376
50*52
port participated in the Easter
18-EOS-tf
BUTORS,
131
Washington
Avenue.
i two groups, eight girls in each
Miss Jane Coleman of Massaehutors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON, cultivator; John Deere Sulky
THREE Rm. Furn. Apt. to let,
hair style and fashion show spon
Portland, Maine, SPruce 4-8451
Tei. H&C water, flush. TEL. 694-W.
23 Gay Street, Rockland Tel. Plow.
| group
There were 10 articles setts and Mrs. Betty Roberts of
MONT TCLMAN.
45-S-51 sored by the Zonta Club of the j which they found, lump of clay, a Friendship were guests Tuesday of
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2(586. 263-M2. East Warren.
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
50*52
__________ 50-52
Camden CEdar
129-tf
8' PINE Logs wanted. $42/1 Rockland area. She modeled hair stone with three or more layers. Mrs. Homer Marshall,
THIRD Floor Furn. 3 Rm. Apt. inside and outside work. All work
to let, H&C water, waste removal. guaranteed. Will furnish material. delivered at mill. KNOX LUM styling by Florence’s Beauty dried golden rod, two kinds of
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Maloney
REAL ESTATE
AL BER PRODUCTS, Conway Roa
Adults only. No pets Apply in per Work accepted any place.
Shoppe of Camden and fashions I seaweed, a mussel shell, a piece spent the weekend at Bar Harbor
420 & 520 John Deere
BERT BROYVN Tel. 451-R.
son
at
8
SUMMER
STREET.
49-tf
Camden,
Maine.
42-S-5
from
The
Tweed
Shop.
,
.
,
,
,
,
LOBSTER plant for sale, two
Have your chimneys cleaned.
1
of quartz, a elover leaf, and pine with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Paulsen.
TRACTORS
FOUR Bedroom Furn. Home
"’500 RUNNING Feet Used Poul
lobster pounds and three buying
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Roberson [ rePd|es
17-tf
Kenneth Sevon has had a telestations. Near Rockland. Write wanted within 15 miles of Rock- [
More Power & Traction
try Wire wanted. 4 or 5 foot width
of Camden were Easter guests of j
LITTLE & IIOFFSES
vision set installed.
BOX L. P., c/o The Courier-Ga land. Year 'round. Reply THOM-I
R. W. TYLER, South Thomaston
Sunilay School Easter Program
. S. Pillsbury & Son
Building Contractors
zette.
51-59 AS L. WILLIAMS, Spruce Avenue,
51*53 Mr. and Mrs. Alden Dow.
Miss Pauline Bill of Boston is at
Call to Worship. Sue Goodridge;
WAILKVllLI
Tel. 178 11
Peaks Island, Maine.
49'51
Mrs. Roland Richards, Mrs.
WOMAN wanted to care for tw<
her cottage for a few days.
FOUR Rooms and Flush to let, 50 High Street. Thomaston, Maine children at my home 6 davs a Richard Sims and son, Richie, Prayer D<bbie Hanna; Welcome,
51-S-54
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Flinch$6 per week. CHARLES L. CHASE, Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum wn-k. THERESA ROBBINS. Tel. Mrs. Doris Marshall. Miss Sylvia Kem I^arson: Believe and Live,
Cousens' Realty
Foundations - Chimneys
12 CU. FT. Super Cold White
feffrey Barrows; My Heart, Deb- balJgh
Newton, Mass., are at
172 Camden Street, Tel. 758-J.
1570-J._______________________ 51 • It
MacKenzie and Lois Whitcomb
Remodeling & House-Builders
Enamel Meat Display Case for
49*51
bie and Karen Brown; Happy Bieir cottage here. Mr. and Mrs.
WE
are
planning
to
double
ou
Business
Opportunities
Free Estimates
sale, double duty, separate unit; i
TWO Rm. Apt. with shower to
volume of 8' panel pine and art spent a day in Portland recently Easter. Robert and Delores Dau- Uonald Flinchbaugh, Jr., and chllCottages,, Lots and Dwellings^ let, heated, hot water; also, large
119-tl in the market for 6. 8 and 10” wid'
also cash register with tax key
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby of
____
cett; I Try. Brent Hall; Always dren spent the weekend with them.
O’BRIEN, 242 Limerock Strc'-t
21 LIMEROC K ST.
front room to let (gentleman pre-1 Twenty-four Hour Photo Serv- material, 8’ long or second growth Manchester. N. H.. are spending a
and 5frs. Jesse Inabinet of
after 6 p. m.. Tel. 875-W.
47*52
ferred). TEL. 323.
49 54 ice. Ask for it at your local store logs to be sawed.
If interested *ew days at their summer home on Along, Shirley and Becky Crab-:
tree; The Undefeated. Sparkle st George were guests Sunday of
NEW Miniature Boxer Pups for
TEL 1538
“SMALL Apt. to letTfum., heated. ®r at GIFFORD'S. Roekland, Mr contact us at CEdar 6-3302. KNOX Amsbury Hill.
LUMBER PRODUCTS. Co w-y
sale, ave. 25 lbs., when grown
one person preferred. 55 GRACE
Erickson; reading. "Radiant East Mr. and Mrs. James Seavey,
Across from Post Office
Mrs. Flora Butterfield returned
Road, Camden, Maine.
51-S-tf
STREET. Tel. 823.
Reg. and Ped. See after 6 p. m
49-51
er Morning." Ruth-Ann Erickson; Mickey Young of Rockland also
152-tfor weekends. ROSS W NDWARI
THOUSANDS of women are add this week to her home on Pine Easter Happiness. Susie Colby,! called on the Seaveys.
GARAGE for rent, 20 Rockland MISCELLANEOUS
HOUSE KENNEL, Stone's Point
ing as much as $50 a week to the street after spending the winter
Street.
Call MRS. WOODBURY
Linda Colby. Nancy Wheeler. Lois
Cushing.
46*51
FOR SALE
RICHARDS. Tel. 572-M.
48*52
WATCH for opening Mav 1 df fami|V income as Avon representa- away.
Sprague, Joyce Crockett, Cheryl
Jean Barrows;
Crocus Buds. ,
No. 116—Cushing
SAVE. Let us install now be
APT. to let, 5 modern rms., flist EDDIE ROBBINS’ Paint and Wall tives. YYo train you to start earnCharles
Carver
was
guest
Tues

Merrifield, Susan Arthur; Lift
ing
at
once
and
provide
an
estab

Three
room
cottage
on
salt
wa

Brenda
Hall,
Kathy
Ladd;
fore rush season. Many leading
floor; also, 4 rm, apt., with stove paper Store, Main Street, Thomasday of Eddie Cain. Pascal avenue.
High
the Cross, Patricia Simon
lished
territory.
Contact
MRS
E
ter.
Pier
and
landing
float.
Price
makes forced air oil heating sys
connection. 17 MAIN STREET, t°n- Burgess and Fobes Paint.
Something Whispers in the Air.
Cecil Rhodes has returned to
ton; And Peter, Carol Goodridge,
terns. Nothing down, 36 mos $2,100.
Thomaston, Tei. Rockland 1051-R. Discount to all customers. I will LEBRUN, Mgr., Hampden HighGran
Hanna:
At
Easter.
Chummy
not be undersold; also Brush and Land*’
'*?2lone„ Bangor 3258 or Bridgeport, Conn., after spending
No. 315—Spruce Head
terms. Service. Also cast iron
Berry, Johnny Larson; Butterfly Brenda Erickson; The Sun Arose.
Paint Spraying wanted. Inside and Hampden 10— collect after 6 p. m.
Five rooms, shed, dug well.
furnaces.
Free mixer, toaster,
THREE Rm. Furn. or Unfurn. outside. Free estimates. EDDIE
49-51 a few days at the home of Mr. and and Lily. Susan Compton. Jean Ellen McPhetere, Betty Leland,
Buildings
in
good
repair.
Price
.
_
____
________________
skillet, or steam iron. Write to
Arleigh Berry, Kristen Larson;
1 Apt. to let in Rockport. F. G. ROBBINS, Tel. Rockland 1570-R
ALL Round Man wanted who can Mrs. Charles Rhodes.
$3,000.
day, SUPERIOR HEATING CO
! PRIEST, 109 Park Street. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Cushman Blethen
50*52 also do some carpentering. TEL
An Easter Prayer, Susan Hanna.
No.
250
-Clark
I-land
351 Sherwood Street, Portland.
47-tf !
1285.
__________49-tf visited for a few days with his
Bungalow, six rooms, bath,' 1924._________
Juniors: An Easter Prayer by
MADAM INK AHANTES
43*5f
YYHEN IN CAMDEN
artesian well, electric pump, oil
FIVE Room Apt. to let. all mod- j < haraeter Reader and Advisor
DON'T Discard Your Old or parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
James Simonton. Jay Barrows,
furnace, garage, good size lot. ern improvements. Inquire 6 TAL- j
Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
11 Park Street, Roekland
CALL AND SEE OUR
Blethen of Bangor and returned
Wayne Berry, and Douglas NorPrice $5,500.
Cross Sectional
Will solve all problems.
She’s NEWMAN for restoring and reBOT AVENUE. Tel. 1285 .
47-tf
T. V. LINE
Monday
to
the
home
of
Mr,
and
geek; Good News, by Rosemary
No. 235—Spruce Head Island
FOUR Room Apt. to "ieT heated ^.n ,t?.ld bv God to h<’lP people flmshing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel
Including Four of the
Four room Bungalow, price,
1-tf Mrs. Russell Upham.
Barrows and Methyl Dietz; East
and hot water. 34 FULTON Will tell you what you want to 1106-M
Leading Makex,
$2860.
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Dorr and son
er Time, by Eileen Simonton; To
STREET. Tel. 1379-R.
45-tf know. People come all over the
We
give
exceptionally
good
United
States
to
see
her.
She
has
No. 346—North Main St.
Rags and Batteries,
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
of Providence, R. I., visited re
Our Kings, by Janice Kenney.
Allowance
For
Your
Old
Set.
FL
RNISHED
Apt.
for
one
or
two
helped
thousands
with
problems,
Six rooms, two bedrooms, bath,
MORRIS GORIM1N and SON
«Z ItB *11.1.1
We Also Handle
cently with her parents, Mr. and
adults to let.
Central location. She will give you blessings.
Do
large garage. Asking $7350.
Leland
Street
Rockland
RADIOS and APPLIANCES
References. TEL. 1620.
45-tf ! you fear illness or health? Do you
Herbert Simmons of the RockNo. 318— Camden
51-S-54
160tf Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh, West
and HI-FI SYSTEMS.
_ - ----------------------------- -—------TYYrO Room Apt. to let. heat, suffer in silence? Get relief from
'and Awning Co. now haa the tele
Bungalow, overlooking Mcgunstreet.
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white
We
Give
MADAM
MASON work wanted, chimneys
water and elec., complete kitchen your troubles today!
phone installed in his shop on
porcelain oil and elec comb., gas icook River, four rooms, two
EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE
POCAHANTES will find out the ^replaces, cellar floors, block
Surprise Stork Shower
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO., bedrooms, bath, garage under. ette. All new. TEL. 492 or 1755
Rockland street. The number is
On All Makes of T. V.
36-tf Uuth and make your dreams come foundations, also asphalt roofs
A surprise double stork shower
and Radio.
Tel 1510.
143-tf Price $14,000.
true. Readings daily from 9 and general carpentering. AL1C36-M.
60*tf
No. 352—West Rocl-iport
UNFURN. Three Rm. Apt. with A M. to 11 P. M. Special read- FRED NICKLES, Mason, Tel. was held Wednesday evening at
We Have Big Bargains On
8x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
House, barn attach d
seven bath to let. Elec, stove and re ings.—All welcome.—Call for ap- 969-M, P. O. Box 493 .
USED T. V. SETS
23-tf the home of Miss Marlon Upham
ular $10.95 for $695
NORTH
SPRING CLEANING TIME
All Guaranteed.
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST, ■•ooms. bath, three bedrooms, frig., thermostatic heat and hot pointment___________________ 50*52 ~ALL kinds of old painted" com- by the W.S.C.S. for Mrs. Willa
Let the Roekland Kiwanis Club
40-tf
TEL. 1616.
Thomaston.
1-tf new floor furnace, thirteen acres, water.
WELL! WELL! WELL!
modes wanted.
I will pay $10 Stevens and Mrs. Caroline BarCROCKETT'S
collect your old papers and maga
price 7350.
I FURNISHED Heated and UnrIPE~FOR SALE
If it is water you need write each for the lift top variety. Will
RADIO-ELECTRIC
SERVICE
zines. Call Roekland 400.
N°353
:
heated
Apts,
to
let.
V.
F.
Studley.
Black and galvanized. All sizes
R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill- also pay top prices for all kinds
Duplex. 10 rooms, two flushes, 1 Broadway. Tel. 1234, or 77 Park ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135. of old pine and maple furniture
15 Mechanic St. Tel. CE 6-2101
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO ,
PAPER DRIVE MAY 3.
49-51
Camden, Maine
29-tf Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment i/i any quantity. Write or phone
Lime Street. __________________1-tf rood cellar, $600 yearly rentals. Street, Tel. 8060.
Price
$3500.
50-52
THREE Room Apartment on plan also available no down pay- W. J. FRENCH, 10 High Street
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
Advertise in The Courier-Gaxette.
AUSTIN D. NELSON & CD.
Main Street to let, unfurnished, ment necessary. Member of New Camden, Maine, Tel. CEdar 6
line of parakeet foods and mineral
Licensed
Real
Estate
Brokers
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS
heated. TEL. 1870,
11-tf England and National Association. 3759.
15-tf
63 1 ark St.
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker P. O. Box 564
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up We are able to book more work
Tell of New Strength and Energy
Tel 928
Roekland, Me.
now.
1-tf
Street, Thomaston, Tel 374
1-tf
50-52 stairs Apt. to rent. TEL. 541. 2-tf
With FERRIZAN
Clayt Bitler
GOOD USED CABS
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding
NOTICE
FTVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
If you are weak—nervous and
We finance our own cars. No
ment to let, hot and cold water promptly done. All work guaran
COTTAGES
feel
generally
run-down
and
de

finance or Interest charge. MUN HOMES ,
teed. R. F and D. R. EATON. Tel
Wants To See Yea About
supplied.Located in Bickneb
pressed, beejiu.se of tired impov
On and after this date, April 22, until further notice
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North
106-tf
Rlock Not heated. CHARLES E 361-W Rockland
erished blood you certainly should
Main Street.
16-tf
see wliat the famous FERRIZAN
Fly Northeast Airlines, oaunec' BICKNELL, n, Realtor.
Goodyear Tires
no more outside fires in St. George.
formula can do for you.
; 1647-W
32-tf tions
made
for
all
llneo.
To you we say — Try
135-tf
89-M
FURN. nnd Unfurn Apts, to let. GIFFORDS Roekland. Me
Fire Commissioners.
FERRIZAN, the new fast-acting
Adults. Inquire in person at 11 CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Iodine-Iron reconstructive Tonic.
PAINTING and Paperhanglnz
Make
the
four
weeks'
test
You
CHARLES DALRYMPLE.
JAMES STREET.
108-tf Cleaned, repaired and installed nalde and out. all work positlveb
must feel stronger. ha\e more pep
THREE rme. plus new full bath Automatic
cleaning equipment, guaranteed. Will furnish material
and energy, work easier, sleep
CLINE.
Rodland Men.
and new Youngstown sink to let
Free Inspection and estimates. Work accepted Warren to Camder
sounder or money back.
Got FERRIZAN today at an
1647 W
furn. or unfurn. Adults pref. Ref 8ANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally Estimates Ires
VAN E
RUS
RICHARD
FALLA.
•conomv nrlce. 100 Tnb’ • - Inquire
at owned
operated.
SELL. Phone 8Y6-M.
Offlci
COMMERCIAL
f 4PMS
GOODNOW8 PHARMACY
11
13#U j CBdar 6-2687.
72-tf | Box 701, Rockland.
78-tf

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

for

Tenants Harbor

Jeep

ELEVATORS

Weak Nervous
Run-Down Folks

Phone

RALPH E.

61-S-54

rsqulred.
JAMES ST.

In person

and

Tel. Camden

Poet

HKaaBBeaaaEOBmaa

1

fecial Matters

Mrs. Rcnald Carver and two
children of Bristol, Vt., and Mrs.
Harland Hatch and two children
of Bowdoinham, wire callers
Wednesday on Mrs. Carver's
mother-in-lr-v, Mrs. Horace Ben
ner, Limerock street and Mra.
Carver's
sister-in-law.
Mrs.
Charles Doughty. School street.
Mrs. Doughty and son Jerry and
daughter Cheryl Ann will return
with Mrs. Carver to Vermont.
Friday to make a visit with hei
brother. Rev. Ranald Carver an 1
family. Rev. Mr. Carver was in
Providence. R. I., for four days
to attend the Mini.-’ers' Confer
ence at Providence and Barring
ton College.

MISS MARY ALICE KENT IS ENGAGED Honors For Miss

►

Harriet Lunt -

J
r

"Symphony
Players"
Presented by O. E. S. Players

Federated Church, Thomaston
SATURDAY, MAY 4-8 P. M.
Social Reception
DONATION 81.1)9
Public la cordially invited.

51-52 and 54

Larrabee-Church

DORE-SUKEFORTH NUPTIALS

HELD IN METHODIST CHURCH

Supt. Lunt lil

5 r

Wednesday afternoon an Easter
party was given for the children of
St. Bernard's Parish. It was held
in the church hall, which was ap
propriately decorated in yellow
and white with "Easter Bunny”
wall decorations* There was a
sing-song and a program of mov
ing picture comedies. Refresh
ments were served.
!

Arthur
spending
with his
and Mrs.
ty Road.

Stone of Rumford is
an extended vacation
brother and family, Mr.
Ralph Stone, New Coun

Mr. and Mrs. Giedo Ciolfi of
Glen Cove are in New York City
to attend the wedding of their
nephew.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doughty of
Vinalhaven sp nt the weekend
Harry Johnson, who has been
with their son and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Doughty. 22 employed by the Pratt Whitney
Coip. in East Hartford. Conn, for
School street.
the past several months, has re
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Benner, turned to his home on Gurdy
Limerock street and Mis. Kath street and is employed as sales
erine Roberson of Rockport, were man for Sears, Roebuck Co.
in Owls Head Tuesday evening to
Brownie Scout Troop 18 motored
help celebrate Mrs. Benner’s
mother, Mrs. Frank Moorlan’s to Damariscotta Wednesday for an
6Gth birthday. It was also the inspection tour of the Round Top
Farms. Touring through the.large
birthday of Mrs. Roberson.
dairy the girls saw in action the
The Kola Klub of the Methodist complete process of pasteuriza
Church met Thursday night for tion, sterilizing, capping and the ,
a pot luck supper in therchurch complete procedure of dairy farm-j
vestry followed by an evening of ing. A picnic lunch was enjoyed
games which created much fun for by thc troop before their return
all those attending. Mr. and Mrs. home. Accompanying the troop
Robert Uzzell and Dr. and Mrs. were leaders, Mrs. Margaret Han
Russell Abbott wire in charge of scom and Mrs. Ruth Small. As
arrangements.
sisting with transportation were
Mis. Alice Dean and Mrs. Alma
Miss Alice Smalley served as Dow.
chairman of the supper at the
regular meeting of Edwin Libby
At a program meeting of the
Relief Corps Thursday night in B.P.W. Club Wednesday night at
the G.A.R. Hall. At the business the Farnsworth Museum, Peter
meeting which followed it was an Damborg, political writer for the
nounced that Past Presidents’ Gannett Publishing Co., gave an
night would be observed at the analytical report of the 98th ses
next meeting with all the past sion of thc legislature, pointing
presidents filling the chairs. Mrs. out the discussions, agreements
Ruth Thompson was appointed and disagreements in the Jacobs
chairman of the supper which will Bill, thc $24,000,000 highway bond,
precede the meeting. Tentative four-year term for the governor
plans were also made for a chil etc. He concluded by saying “This
dren’s party on May 23 and sev year's program will probably be
eral donations were made to local tagged the program ol prog
groups.
Mrs. Priscilla Smith, ress.” At a brief business meet
program chairman presented a ing which preceded. Mrs. Helvi
patriotic program at the close of Fisk, chairman of the banquet
the meeting. Miss Alice Smalley committee, reported on thc ban
was awarded the mystery prize.
quet plans and Mrs. Joyce Champ

lin. favor committee chairman, re
ported all interested members will
meet May 2 at the home of the
president. Irene Adolphsen, to
make favojs for the annual con
vention. A nominating commit
tee comprised of Mrs. Virginia
Knight. Miss Lucille Connon, Mrs.
Joyce Champlin were appointed to
prepare a new slate of officers to
be presented at the annual meet
ing May 8. Refreshments were
served at the close of the meeting
by Mrs. Esther Wolfe and Mrs.
Betty Leonard.

sensational New

TV antenna
discovery,

The Perfect
Color or
TV Antenna for... Black and White

GHOSTS

“VENETIAN BLINDS”

unprecedented picture clarity even in the

extreme super-fringe area . , . and

is

]3( 2 and 5

especiuiiy engineered for channels:

GUARANTEED TO IMPROVE YOUR PRESENT RECEPTION

$39.80

TSwday-Thunday-Saturddf'
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EXTRA FCR ROTATOR, ACCESSORIES and LABOR

Call Your Authorized FINCO Dealer Listed Below:

Mr. and Mrs. Murray Larrabee
(Miss Sandra Church)

Miss Harriet Lunt

The many Rockland friends of
former superintendent of schools
and Mrs. Robert B. Lunt, now of
Cape Elizabeth, will be interested
in the achievement of their daugh
ter Miss Harriet W. Lunt of being
valedictorian of her class at Cape
Elizabeth High School besides -be
ing very active in school affairs,
dramatics, debating, school an
nual, National’Honor Society. Har
riet also has the distinction of
being elected by the school fac
ulty as candidate tor the Good
Citizen Award of Elizabeth Wardsworth Chapter. D.A.R.
In connection with all this good
Warren Genthner photo news conies word not so good,
Mlu Mary Alice Krnt
that Supt. Lunt has been seriously
Dr. and Mrs. James P. Kent anMiss Kent is a graduate of Rock- ill but is improving.
nounce the engagement of their land High School and is employed
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Bartlett
daughter, Mary Alice, to Norman at Bonnar-Vawter, Inc.
. .
,, .
,
Mr. Kalloch served with the Air and children Claudia and Peta of
Ashe Kalloch. son of Mr. and Mrs. _
,
, t
e
T .
Force and graduated from Leices- Concord. N. H. have leturned to
Charles L. Kalloch of Thomaston. ter Junior Collegc. He is em- their home after being the guests
formerly of Worcester, Mass.
I ployed at Sears & Co. at Rockland. of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fowler,
Chestnut street.
Miss Jeanette Whittier of Dan
Miss Marjorie Cousens of War
vers, Mass., was a weekend guest ren, whose marriage to Richard
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. House Sayward takes place
Sunday
of Glen Cove.
I morning, was honored at a pre
nuptial shower Thursday night at
The MacDonald
Class met the home of Mrs. Earl Sayward.
Thursday night at the First Bap Thomaston street. Assisting hos
tist Church Annex for their annual tess was Miss Earlene Sayward.
missionary meeting under thc di The honored guest was presented
rection of Mrs. Florence Young. many lovely gifts and buffet lunch
The meeting was opened with a was served from an attractively
prayer by Mrs. Sybil Mills and appointed table. Invited guests
scripture readings by the various were: Mrs. Ethel Cousens and
members. Miss Caro! Elwell as Miss Gloria Kenniston of Warren;
a special guest, played several Mrs. Frances Martel, Mrs. Bernice
piano selections and talked about Loker, Mrs. Amanda Ammon.
the work of the missionary. Miss Mrs. Frances Dean, Mrs. Florence
Helen Berry, in Formosa. The Allen, Mrs. Edith Shaw. Mrs.
meeting was brought to a close Betty Haskins, Mrs. Lillian Stev
with a missionary prayer by Mrs. ens, Mrs. Wilma Huntley, Mrs.
Agnes Young. Refreshments were Doris Lunt. Mrs. Margaret Han
served by the hostesses. Mrs. Ma scom. Mrs. Vivian Edwards, Mrs.
rion Goss. Mrs. Marjorie Bick- Estelle Best and Mrs. Ruth
more, Mrs. Virginia Stoddard. Staples.
Mrs. Muriel Thurston and Mrs.
Mrs. Esther Graves entertained
Madge Fifield.
the W.S.C.S. of the Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Percy White of Church Thursday evening at her
Liberty were dinner guests of Mr. home with Mrs. Ivy Chatto. Mrs.
and Mrs. William Peters in ob Alice Stilphen and Miss Harriett
servance of the Peters’ 26th wed Trask as assisting hostesses. It
was decided during the business
ding anniversary.
meeting to hold the annual stu
The Women's Association of the’ dent banquet for the Methodist
First Baptist Church voted to dis members of the Senior Class on
band at their Wednesday meeting. May 2 with Mrs. Leon Fickett as
The church will appoint three rep chairman, assisted by Mrs. Esther
resentatives at thc May 8 annual Graves. Program chairman, Miss
meeting to continue the work of Mary Emery presented Mrs. Edith
the Association. The balance of "weedie, who spoke ou the Home
thc treasury fund will be used to Missions of the Methodist Church.
purchase kitchen equipment for Mrs. Thelma Stanley led the devo
Ihe church
tional services.
Fourteen Lady Lions met for a
dinner meeting at the Hotel Rock
land. Wednesday night, adjourn
ing to the home of Mrs. Betty
Guay. Lindsey street for a busi
ness and program meeting. Vicepresident, Mrs. Ruth Fogarty pre
sided over the business meeting in
the absence of Queen Lioness,
Mrs. Ida Clark. It was voted to
cancel the May 22 meeting in or
der for members to attend the Pop
Concert. A donation of $50 was
made to the Rockland District
Nursing Association. A program
formulated from the television
show, ”I've Got A Secret” proved
to be a humorous and delight
ful evening of entertainment. Tak
ing part on the panel were: Mrs.
Phyllis Grant,
Mrs.
Eugenia
Annis, Mrs. Charlotte Annis, and
Mrs. Doris Abbott. Secrets were:
Mrs. Inez Harden, Mrs. Vera
Warner and Mrs. Regina Chis
holm. Thc next meeting will be
May 8 at the home of Mrs. Ada
Koster on the Samoset Road with
Mrs. Katherine Akers, Mrs. Eu
genia Annis. Mrs. Lillian Berliaw
sky and Mrs. Emily Burch as as
sisting hostesses.

D. A. HEALD
Camden, CE 6-217#

BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
Koekland 677

PERCY HOPKINS
Camden, CE 6-2298

LEWIS Bl'RGESS
North Haven 39

SUNDAY DINNER

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
Roekland 721

CROC KETT’S RADIO-ELECTRIC
( amden, CE 6-2101

- SPECIAL -

THE RADIO SHOP
Rockland 844

W. H. EMERY
Rockland 590-W

Roast Long Island Duckling
Complete Dinner - $2.00

F. W. GORDON A SON
Union, ST 5-2611

Distributed Exclusively by POWELL RADIO SUPPLY, Hallowell, Me.

Miss Sandia Church and Mur
ray Larrabee were married April
21 at her home, 23 Tea street, by
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. At
tendants were Miss Evelyn Kwapiszewski, sister of the bride, and
Alen Yates. A reception was held
immediately following the wed
ding.

KNOX HOTEL

Serving Irom 12 to 3 P. M.
TEL. THOMASTON 54

Miss Joyce C. Fuller

Is Engaged

Photo by Genthner
Mr. and Mrs. Alden T. Dore (Miss Glenda Louise Sukeforth)

Miss Glenda Louise Sukeforth.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
wood Sukeforth of Waldoboro, be
came the bride of Alden T. Dore,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dore
of Richmond, Sunday. April 21, in
the Methodist Church in Waldo
boro. in the presence of the imme
diate families. Rev. Philip G.
Palmer, performed the 4 o'clock
double ring service. A reception
followed at the home of the bride’s
parents.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, chose for her wedding
Harold Philbrook, Union street, a blue suit with blue and white ac
who suffered an ill-turn Monday is cessories and corsage of white
making a satisfactory recovery carnations. Mrs. Jane Morse Wil
at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Joanna Dodge, Camden
Mrs. Horatio Cowan entertained street is visiting with her daugh
the Diligent Dames of the Congre ter, Mrs. W. F. Davis in Union for
gational Church Thursday after a month.
noon at her recently completed
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Brennan
home on Harbor Front. Mrs. Scott
Kittredge and Mrs. Richard Hods- of South Peabody. Mass., were
don who have been spending the guests of Mr. and Mis. Harold
winter months in Florida were Philbrook over the weekend.
welcomed back. Plans were dis
Knox I-odge of Odd Fellows and
cussed for thc annual church fair
and three scholarships were do Miriam Rebekah Lodge members
nated to the Maine Congregational will meet at the Odd Fellows Hall,
Christian Conference Tea was School street, at 10 a. m. Sunday
Served during the social hour by morning to attend the 10.30 serv
Mrs. Cowan, assisted by Mrs. ices- at the Methodist Church.
Neil Fogg.
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Mur
Mrs. Raymond O'Jala was the ray observed their 32nd wedding
surprised guest of honor at a stork anniversary Thursday. A large
shower Thursday evening given by two layer cake, flowers and many
Mrs. Theodore Benner and Mrs. nice gifts were presented by their
Dewey Cali at the latter’s home friends and family.

on the West Meadow Road. A
cleverly decorated bassinette con
tained the numerous gifts and a
large Maybasket in the form of
a tulip, filled with a floral ar
rangement of spring flowers cen
tered the tab'e, at which a candle-j
light buffet lunch was served. Mrs. ■
Robert Call poured while Mrs.
Theodore Benner dipped punch.
Assisting in serving were Mrs.
Foster Farrell, Mrs. Larry Peters.
Mrs. Natale
Mazzeo.
Invited
guests Wile: Mrs. Russell Connon,
Mrs. Jalo Ranta, Mrs. Simon
Hamalainen. Mrs. Merrill Morang.
Mis. Inez Lehto. Mrs. Harvey
Childs. Mrs. Ernest Benner, Jr.,
Mrs. Conrad Winchenbaugh, Mrs.
Alfred Butler. Mrs. Roger LaChance. Mrs. Fred Thompson,
Mrs. Glayton Grace, Mrs. Ervin
Maloney, Mrs. Edward Cross,
Miss Carol Cross, Mrs. Seth
Knowlton. Mrs. Leroy Benner,
Mrs. Florence McConchie, Mrs.
Ernest Benner Sr., Mrs. Clyde
Teel, Mrs. Martha O'Jala, Mra.
Edward Baxter, Mrs. Audrey Teel,
Miss Jeanne Call, Miss Ann
Peterson. Miss Sandra Peterson.
Mis. Norman Watson. Mrs. Rich
ard Freeman, Mrs. John Mazzeo,
Mrs. Orrin Benner and Miss Mari
lyn Benner of Thomaston; Mrs.
Eleanor Pearse, Mrs. Hartley
Beverage, Union; Mrs. Robert
Hall, Hope; Mrs. Carl Leonard,
Camden; Mrs. Basil Pease, Sears
mont;
Mrs.
Donald
Pears?,
Waldo; Mrs. Earl Ludwig, North
Hope and Mrs. Larry Peters of
Portland.

liamson was matron of honor. She
wore a blue suit with matching
accessories.
The best man was Charles
Dore, Jr., of Richmond.
Following the
services the
couple left by car on a wedding
trip of unannounced destination.
On their return they will reside in
Washington, D. C.
The bride is a graduate of Wal
doboro High School. Class of ’55.
The bridegroom graduated from
Richmond High School, class of
’55. He is a member of Meenahga
Grange. He is with the U. S. Air
Force and is stationed in Wash
ington. D. C.
‘er, Mass., after spending a week
it her cottage, Davis Point.
First Aid Course

Mr. and Mrs. John E. Rollins,
8045-22d Avenue North, St. Peters
burg. Fla., announce the engage
ment of Mrs. Rollins' daughter,
Miss Joyce C. Fuller .formerly of
Rockland
and
Lewiston. and
daughter of the late Flank B. Ful
ler and granddaughter of the late
Rida R. Fuller of Rockland, to
Ens. Carl M. Hakes, II, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Hakes, Sr.,
of Hanover, Mich.
Miss Fuller attended Rockland
and Lewiston schools and Bliss
Business College. She is a gradu
ate of thc House of Charm Model
ing School in Lewiston.
Ens. Hakes is a graduate of
Jonesvills High School, Jackson
Junior College and received his
B.A. degree from Michigan State
University in 1955. Hc attended
O.C.A., Newport, R. I., and is
presently stationed at Whiting
Field, Milton, Fla., receiving
Flight Training.
The coup'e plan a May wedding
and will reside in Milton, Fla.

On May 6 at 7 p. m. Mr. and
Mrs. Dwinnell of Thomaston will Camden Summer
start a standard First Aid Course.
This will be held at Winchcnpaw's Theatre To Open
Upper Hall. Anyone over 14 that
is interested in taking the course Under Jeilison
please sign up at the Post Office.
The Camden Hills Theatre will
The course will be held every
be occupied by a summer theatre
rlonday night for nine weeks.
student group under the direction
Church Notices
of Eugene Jeilison, director of
A surprise waits thc congrega dramatics for Colby College and
tion at the Advent Christian will run for two months from July
Chlircn. Rev. Mr. X is the morn 1 to Sept. 1, it was announced
ing speaker. This church with 13 Wednesday.
Formerly conducted by a profes
others in Knox County is observ
ing "exchange of pastorsAll sional group, the theatre school
services on daylight time with will draw student actors from all
morning worship beginning at over the United States, an expect
13.30. Sunday School presses on ed 15 or 20, and w-ill present a list
The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield with accommodation for 103 in of comedy, dramatic and some
Memorial Baptist Church met the 12 m session. Pastor Pender Shakespearean productions. The
Wednesday night at the home of will be in charge of the evening schedule will be announced later.
Mrs. Vivian Lord for their last service at 7.30 p. m. using as a
regular monthly meeting of the subject, “Hungry for God”. Tues SOUTH THOMASTON
season. Mrs. Margaret Staples day at 7.30 p. m. prayer and tes
SPRING CLEANING TIME
Let the Koekland Kiwanis C*iiih
led the devotional services and timony meeting. Neil Lash will
Mrs. Therese Chase conducted the head thc Youth Fellows'.ip on collect your old papers and magabusiness meeting, at which time Thursday at 7.30 p. m. On Fri zlnes. Call Rockland 400.
49-51
plans were made for a Fellow-ship day evening the Sunday Schdol PAPER DRIVE MAY 5.
Supper on May 1 with Mrs. Vivian brings Miss Dorothy Averill from
Lord as chairman.
Tentative the New England Fellowship, the children in the observance ol
p'ans were also made for a hobby Boston, to addriss the parents of Parent's Night.
show at the church on May 15
with Mrs. Velma Belyea in charge
of the refreshments. Mrs. Chase
concluded her duties as president
at this meeting and Mrs. Berla
Wixson will assume the position
for the next six months period.
Members attending were: Mis.
Mae Gray, Mrs. Clara Gray, Mrs.
on automatic
Berla Wixson, Mrs. Alice Knight.
Mrs. Eva Chaples, Mrs. Maggie
Farnham, Mrs. Margaret Loiri.
Mrs. Mary Mills, Mrs. Velma Belyea, Mrs. Rhoda Hamilton, Mrs.
Christine Dorman and Mrs. Kath
erine Gregory.

The regular monthly meeting of
the Rockland Garden Club was
held in the Farnsworth Museum on
Tuesday with president, Mrs.
Sherman Rokes, presiding. The
speaker of the afternoon was a
newcomer to the Maine Departmen of ^Inland Fisheries and
Game, in the role of Conservation
Education Director who proved to
be an interesting speaker. Follow
ing his informative talk the club
voted the sum of $25 to be used
toward a scholarship at one of the
three
Teachers’
Conservation
FRIENDSHIP
Workshops being started this sum
The Ladies of the Methodist
mer, two at Christopher Lake,
Church are gjponsoring a silver
near Bryant Pond, and the other
tea on Tuesday, fiom 2.30 to 4.30
as part of the University of
p. m. at the Methodist Church for
Maine’s regular summer schedule.
thc benefit of the Maine Cancer
If any local teachers are interest
Society.
ed in the free scholarships at any
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Cushman
of thc workshops, they should
and family of Portland are spend
communicate with Ermo Scott.
ing a week’s vacation with his
Slate House. Augusta, at once, as
father, Albert D. Cushman and
the first workshop opens June 24
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Conary, Jr.
and runs until July 12 with no
Mrs. Robert W. Armstrong has
class meetings on Saturday or
Sunday. Larry Stuart, the Con Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. returned to her home in Winchesservation Educator, showed col
ored films entitled, “To Conserve
IN APPRECIATION
Our American Heritage.”
In
Maine we have an abundance ol
We wish to express our sincere appreciation to the Warren
natural resources and their des
Fire Department, volunteers, family, friends and neighbors,
tiny lies in the hands of our future
citizens. Conservation is a way of
who were so wonderfully kind and elficent in helping us dur
life concerned with fundamental
ing our fire. We wish we could thank each one for the eare
human needs.
It attempts to
strike a balance between nature’s
taken to prevent damage to the bouse, for the wonderful way
laws and man's needs, leading to
furniture and In-longings were moved ont and in, for the clean
the wise use of natural resources
up
job after the flre, and for the kindness to ns and nnr
for the greatest good of all. The
headquarters of this new depart
tenants.
ment is located at 184 State street,
*
STANLEY AND MARION ROBINSON,
Augusta, between the Blaine Man
Warren, Maine.
sion and the Augusta House, where
Sl*lt
teachers are requested to stop In.

RENT

GAS WATER

HEATER

for

only $

.95
A MONTH

Now ... for an initial lease fee of a mere $4.00
and a rental charge of only $1.95 a month . . .
we will -'-istall and maintain a 30-gallon RUUD
ALCOA » VLUMINUM AUTOMATIC GAS WATER
HEATExv in your home. This famous heater per
mits you to select temperatures up to 180*. It has
all the latest safety devices, is completely insulated
and economical to operate. The aluminum tank
assures you of rust-free hot water for nil your
needs. For complete details on the new RUUD
Rental Plan, see us right away at our store —
headquarters for
MODERN
GAS SERVICE

"ANYWHERE"

A. C. McLOON & CO.

515 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 1510
ROCKLAND, MAINE
48-R-57

z

